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Preface

The Oracle Transparent Gateway for Rdb for OpenVMS provides users with 
transparent access to Rdb databases as if they were Oracle databases. 

Read this guide if you are responsible for tasks such as:

■ installing and configuring the gateway

■ diagnosing gateway errors

■ using the gateway to access tables in Rdb databases

Understand the fundamentals of transparent gateways and the OpenVMS operating 
system before using this guide to install or administer the gateway.

Related Publications
The Oracle Transparent Gateway for Rdb for Alpha OpenVMS Installation Guide is 
included as part of your product shipment. Also included is the Oracle Open 
Gateways Guide for SQL-Based and Procedural Gateways, which contains information 
common to all procedural gateways, including important information on functions, 
parameters, and error messages.
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You might also need Oracle database server or other related publications. 
Throughout this guide, Oracle7 and Oracle8 database server publications are 
referred to as OracleVn Server publications, where Vn is used in place of the Oracle 
version number. This table helps you find the Oracle7 or Oracle8 database server 
publication that corresponds with the reference:

Refer to the Oracle Technical Publications Catalog and Price Guide, for a complete list of 
documentation provided for Oracle products. 

Conventions
Examples of input and output for the gateway and Oracle environment are shown 
in a special font: 

SQL> DELETE FROM table_name @dblink   

All output is shown as it actually appears. For input, these conventions apply:

For Oracle 7 Server Systems: For Oracle8 Server Systems:

Oracle7 Server Administrator’s Guide Oracle8 Server Administrator’s Guide

Oracle7 Server Application Developer’s Guide Oracle8 Server Application Developer’s Guide

Oracle7 Server Concepts Oracle8 Server Concepts

Oracle7 Server Distributed Systems, Volume 1 Oracle8 Server Distributed Systems

Oracle7 Server Messages Oracle8 Server Messages

Programmer’s Guide to the Oracle7 Server Call 
Interface

Programmer’s Guide to the Oracle8 Server Call 
Interface

Understanding SQL*Net Net8 Administrator’s Guide

Convention Meaning

example text Words or phrases, such as DELETE and FROM, must be entered exactly 
as spelled but letter case does not matter. 

italic text Italicized uppercase or lowercase, such as table_name , indicates that 
you must substitute a word or phrase, such as the actual table name.

{ } Curly braces indicate that one of the enclosed arguments is required. 
Do not enter the braces themselves.

[ ] Square brackets indicate that the enclosed arguments are optional. Do 
not enter the brackets themselves.

| Vertical lines separate choices.
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Other punctuation for OpenVMS commands, such as commas, quotes, colons, or 
square brackets ([ ]), must be entered as shown unless otherwise specified. 
Directory names, fileids, and so on, appear in lowercase when these names appear 
in text and the names are highlighted in bold. Such names can be entered in any 
letter case. The portions of a fileid or directory name that appear in italics indicate 
those portions can vary.

Gateway commands, fileids, reserved words, and keywords appear in uppercase in 
examples and text. Reserved words and keywords must always be entered as is, 
and have reserved meanings within the Oracle system.

SQL*Plus Prompts
The SQL*Plus prompt, SQL> , appears in SQL statement and SQL*Plus command 
examples. Enter your response at the prompt. Do not enter the text of the prompt, 
SQL>, in your response.

OpenVMS Prompt
The OpenVMS prompt, $>, appears in OpenVMS command examples. Enter your 
response at the prompt. Do not enter the text of the prompt, $>, in your response. 

Storage Measurements
Storage measurements use these abbreviations:

■ Block, which equals 512 bytes

■ K, for kilobyte which equals 1024 bytes

■ M, for megabyte which equals 1 048 576 bytes

■ G, for gigabyte which equals 1 073 741 824 bytes

... Ellipses indicate that the preceding item can be repeated. You can enter 
an arbitrary number of similar items.

Convention Meaning
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Your Comments Are Welcome 
The Oracle Corporation Data Server Division values and appreciates your 
comments regarding our publications. To contact us, use: 

Oracle Transparent Gateway for Rdb
Documentation Manager
Oracle Corporation
500 Oracle Parkway
Mailstop 4op12
Redwood Shores, CA  94065

email: gtwydoc@us.oracle.com
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                                                            Release Inform
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Release Information

This chapter provides information specific to this release of the Oracle Transparent 
Gateway for Rdb for OpenVMS, including:

■ Product Set

■ Changes and Enhancements

■ System Requirements

■ Known Problems

■ Known Restrictions
ation 1-1



 

Product Set
The following table lists the versions of the components included on the 
distribution CD-ROM. All components are at production level.

Changes and Enhancements

Version 4.1.1
The gateway must be installed in its own separate Oracle root directory. The 
gateway directory cannot contain an Oracle server. After installing the gateway, the 
Oracle root directory contains only the gateway and SQL*Net. Both the integrating 
and supporting servers must reside in their own separate directories.

Version 4.0.1

Pass-Through Feature
This release supports pass-through of SQL commands or statements available in a 
non-Oracle database system. For example, the gateway can pass Rdb commands 

Products Version

Oracle Installer (ORACLEINS) 1.0.12.9

Oracle Transparent Gateway for Rdb 4.1.1.0.0

SQL*Net Version 2 and adapters

     (DECNet, Named Pipes, and TCP/IP)

2.3

Note: If you install the Oracle Transparent Gateway for Rdb, 
Version 4.1.1, into a directory containing an existing Oracle server, 
the gateway configuration is not supported by Oracle Corporation. 
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from your application to the Rdb database. See “Using the Pass-Through Feature” 
on page 5-8 for more information.

Stored Procedures
This release supports the remote execution of stored procedures defined in an Rdb 
database. There is no requirement to relink the gateway or define the procedure to 
the gateway. See “Executing Stored Procedures” on page 5-8 for more information.

System Requirements

Hardware Requirements

Processor
Any machine of the Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) platform running on one 
or more Alpha CPU(s) is required.

Memor y
About 16M of memory is required to support one instance of the gateway.

Note: If the SQL statements being passed result in an implicit 
commit at the target database, the Oracle transaction manager is 
unaware of the commit and Oracle ROLLBACK cannot roll back 
the transaction.

Note: Commits or rollbacks imbedded in non-Oracle stored 
procedures cannot be controlled by the Oracle transaction manager.

Hardware Requirements Summary

Processor Any machine of the Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) 
platform running on one or more Alpha CPU(s) is required.

Memory 16M 

CD-ROM Drive An internal or external CD-ROM drive

Disk Space 100 000 OpenVMS blocks 
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CD-ROM Drive
An internal or external CD-ROM drive is required for installation. 

Disk S pace
The gateway requires 100 000 OpenVMS blocks of disk space.

Software Requirements
The system software configuration described in these requirements is supported by 
Oracle Corporation as long as the underlying system software products are 
supported by their respective vendors. Verify the latest support status with your 
system software vendors.

Operatin g System
OpenVMS, Version 7.0 or Version 7.1, is required.

Rdb Database
Either Rdb Full Development Kit Version 7 or Rdb Interactive Kit Version 7 is 
required.

Software Requirements Summary

Operating 
System

OpenVMS Version 7.0 or Version 7.1

Rdb Database Either Rdb Full Development Kit Version 7 or Rdb Interactive Kit Version 7

If using Oracle7 Server as integrating 
server:

If using Oracle8 Server as integrating 
server:

Oracle Database Oracle7 Server Version 7.3.3 or higher Oracle8 Enterprise Edition Server Version 
8.0.4 or 8.0.5

Oracle 
Networking

On gateway machine:

■ SQL*Net Server Version 2.3

■ Oracle Adapter Version 2.3 for 
DECnet, Named Pipes, or TCP/IP

On Oracle server machine:

■ SQL*Net Client Version 2.3

■ Oracle Adapter Version 2.3 for 
DECnet, Named Pipes, or TCP/IP

On gateway machine:

■ SQL*Net Server Version 2.3

■ Oracle Adapter Version 2.3 for 
DECnet, Named Pipes, or TCP/IP

On Oracle server machine:

■ Oracle Net8 Client 8.0.4 or 8.0.5

■ Oracle Adapter Version 8.0.4 or 8.0.5 
for DECnet, Named Pipes, or TCP/IP
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Rdb Full Development Kit provides the ability to create and modify databases, and 
create and run programs that use databases. It also provides full SQL capabilities.

Rdb Interactive Kit provides the same features as the Rdb Full Development Kit, 
except that it cannot preprocess data manipulation language (DML) programs and 
does not include precompilers.

Oracle Database Server
One of these Oracle database servers is required to act as the integrating Oracle 
database server and/or supporting server:

■ Oracle7 Server Version 7.3.3 or higher 

■ Oracle8 Enterprise Edition Server Version 8.0.4 or 8.0.5

See the OracleVn for Alpha OpenVMS Installation Guide for information about 
installing the Oracle server.

Oracle Networkin g Products
If the integrating Oracle server is not on the same Alpha platform as the gateway, 
SQL*Net 2.3 or Oracle Net8 is required to support communication between the 
Alpha platform and the integrating Oracle server. These Oracle networking 
products are required:

■ in the Oracle root directory (ora_root) of the gateway: 

–  SQL*Net Server Version 2.3

– an Oracle Adapter, Version 2.3, for DECnet, Named Pipes, or TCP/IP

■ in the Oracle root directory (ora_root) of the Oracle8 Server, if Oracle8 is your 
integrating server:

– Oracle Net8 Client 8.0.4 or 8.0.5

– an Oracle Adapter, Version 8.0.4 or 8.0.5, for DECnet, Named Pipes, or 
TCP/IP

■  in the Oracle root directory (ora_root) of the Oracle7 Server, if Oracle7 is your 
integrating server:

– SQL*Net Client Version 2.3

– an Oracle Adapter, Version 2.3, for DECnet, Named Pipes, or TCP/IP
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SQL*Net Version 2.3 software is included in this Oracle Transparent Gateway for 
Rdb release. Your gateway license includes a license for SQL*Net and an adapter of 
your choice. This license restricts the use of SQL*Net to a gateway connection.

Tested Configurations 
Oracle Corporation has tested these configurations for the gateway in its lab. Other 
configurations might be added later as newer versions of the products are tested 
and approved. If you have any questions on configuration, contact Oracle 
Worldwide Customer Support Services. 

Documentation Requirements
In addition to the documentation provided with the gateway, this Oracle 
documentation is recommended:

■ OracleVn for Alpha OpenVMS Installation Guide

■ OracleVn Server Administrator’s Guide

■ OracleVn Server Application Developer’s Guide

■ OracleVn Server Messages

■ Programmer’s Guide to the Oracle Precompilers

■ Programmer’s Guide to the OracleVn Call Interface

■ SQL*Plus User’s Guide and Reference

■ SQL*Net Version 2 documentation for OpenVMS

In addition to your Oracle documentation, ensure you have appropriate 
documentation for your Alpha platform, your operating system (OpenVMS), and 
the Rdb database. 

Oracle Server: Gateway to Rdb:

Oracle Server Version 7.3.3.x Version 4.1.1 on OpenVMS Version 7.1

Oracle Server Version 8.0.5.x Version 4.1.1 on OpenVMS Version 7.1
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Known Problems
The description of problems includes suggestions for dealing with them when 
possible. If you have questions or concerns about the problems, contact Oracle 
Worldwide Customer Support Services. A current list of problems is available 
online. Contact your local Oracle Corporation office for information about accessing 
this list.

Encrypted Format Login
When the Oracle initialization parameter, DBLINK_ENCRYPT_LOGIN is set to 
TRUE, the password for the login user ID is not sent over the network.

If this parameter is set to TRUE in the initialization parameter file (initsid.ora) used 
by the Oracle server, you must change the setting to FALSE to allow the Oracle 
server to communicate with the gateway.

Data Definition Language Statements
The gateway does not support Oracle Data Definition Language (DDL) statements. 
No form of the Oracle SQL statements ALTER, CREATE, DROP, GRANT, or 
TRUNCATE can be used. 

Use the pass-through feature of the gateway if you need to use Rdb DDL statements 
against an Rdb database. See “Using the Pass-Through Feature” on page 5-8 for 
more information

Table and View Names
Names of tables and views are restricted to 30 characters in length and are valid 
only when they are valid Rdb table names.

Column Names
Rdb allows column names to be 31 characters in length, but the Oracle server limits 
column names to 30 characters. Because of this difference you cannot access an Rdb 
column with a name that is 31 characters long. If you issue a statement referencing a 
table that contains a column name of 31 characters, this Oracle error message is 
returned, even if you do not reference the column itself:

ORA-00904: Invalid column name
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If you issue a SELECT * statement or DESCRIBE statement against an Rdb table that 
contains one or more columns with names that are 31 characters long, these Oracle 
errors are returned:

ORA-00972: Identifier is too long
GTW-03202: Attempt to access a column with unsupported name length of 3 1

A way to avoid this incompatibility in column names is to define a view in the Rdb 
database for the table that translates all column names of 31 characters to names of 
30 characters or less.

Date and Time Issues
The gateway does not support the:

■ Rdb datatypes TIME and INTERVAL

■ addition and subtraction of dates in a SELECT list or in a WHERE clause

For example, in the following example the table TIME_TAB contains a column of 
datatype TIME:

SQL> SELECT * FROM TIME_TAB@RDB;

This Oracle error is returned:

ORA-00902: Invalid datatype

In the next example, the column DATE_COL in table DATE_TAB is defined as 
datatype DATE VMS:

SQL> SELECT DATE_COL + 3 FROM DATE_TAB@RDB;

This Oracle error is returned:

ORA-01460: Unimplemented or unreasonable conversion requested

Date and time values retrieved by the gateway are translated to the Oracle date 
format by the Oracle server. By default, this format is DD-MON-YY. You can lose 
the time portion of a column defined as DATE VMS in this translation process. You 
can alter the date format with the Oracle server initialization parameter 
NLS_DATE_FORMAT.
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In this example, BIRTHDATE is defined as datatype DATE VMS, and the results are 
translated to the Oracle default date format:

SQL> SELECT * FROM BIRTHS@RDB;

ENAME  BIRTHDATE
------ ---------
ALLEN  01-JAN-45
CHAN   31-MAR-61
JONES  12-OCT-65
MARTIN 03-FEB-58

Known Restrictions
The following restrictions are known to exist for the products in this release. 
Restrictions are not scheduled to change in future releases.

Subqueries in UPDATE Statement
Whenever the use of a condition is allowed in an UPDATE statement, the gateway 
allows the condition to contain a subquery. Each subquery, however, must reference 
a Rdb table. For example, using the table GTW_EMP, the following statement results 
in a 10% salary increase for all employees working in the RESEARCH department:

SQL> UPDATE GTW_EMP@RDB SET SAL=SAL * 1.1
   2   WHERE DEPTNO=(SELECT DEPTNO FROM GTW_EMP@RDB
   3       WHERE DNAME=’RESEARCH’);

If GTW_DEPT@RDB is replaced by DEPT in the subquery where DEPT is the same 
table but located in the Oracle database, this error results after the statement is 
issued:

ORA-02025: All tables in the SQL statement must be at the remote database.

ROWID Restrictions
These restrictions apply when using the ROWID feature:

■ The maximum number of referenced tables supported by the gateway in a view 
is 10. This means the string returned by ROWID has a maximum length of 160 
bytes.

■ Ensure that you have memory when you retrieve row IDs with ROWID. 

■ The value of a retrieved row ID in one transaction might change in a 
subsequent transaction. That is, the value returned by ROWID only lasts as long 
as the transaction it is associated with. When the Rdb database is declared with 
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the DBKEY SCOPE IS ATTACH clause, the values retrieved by ROWID are 
consistent for the duration of a session. Ask your Rdb database administrator if 
this clause is enabled for the Rdb database you want to access.

■ Developer/2000, Version 3.0 and lower, are not supported because of an 
unsupported datatype limitation with ROWID.

Unsupported Datatypes
The following datatypes or classes of datatypes are not supported by the gateway 
because they have no Oracle equivalent:

■ BYTE VARYING

■ datatypes that are modified by a CHARACTER SET clause

■ INTERVAL

■ LIST OF BYTE VARYING (segmented strings)

■ TIME

If a table contains a column of an unsupported datatype, a SELECT * FROM 
table_name statement causes this Oracle error:

ORA-00902: Invalid datatype

A SQL DESCRIBE statement, which is internally translated to a SELECT *, returns 
the same error. The embedded SQL (Pro*C family of products) DESCRIBE SELECT 
LIST and OCI DESCRIBE call, however, return datatype RAW for such columns. 
Any subsequent SELECT, UPDATE, DELETE, or INSERT statements return the 
same error.

To access tables that contain one or more columns of unsupported datatypes, create 
a view in the Rdb database that omits those columns.
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Introduction to the Gateway

The Oracle Transparent Gateway for Rdb allows you to:

■ integrate heterogeneous database management systems so they appear as a 
single homogeneous database system

■ read and write data from Oracle applications to data in Rdb databases in 
addition to any Oracle server data 

Read this chapter for information about the gateway:

■ Architecture

■ Oracle Tools and the Gateway

■ Features
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Architecture
The gateway works with the Oracle server to shield most of the differences of the 
non-Oracle database from Oracle applications. This means the applications can 
access the Oracle server data and the Rdb database data as if it were Oracle data 
located at the Oracle server: 

The architecture consists of these main components: 

■ client

The client is an Oracle application or tool.

■ Oracle server

The Oracle server is an Oracle instance accessed by an Oracle server with 
procedural and distributed options. Usually, the Oracle server is installed on the 
same Alpha platform as the gateway, but this is not a requirement. The Oracle 
server and the gateway communicate in the normal Oracle server-to-server 
manner.

If the Oracle server is not on the Alpha platform where the gateway resides, 
you must use the Oracle networking software. You must install SQL*Net or 
Net8 on the Oracle server machine, depending on whether you are using Oracle 
server Version 7 or Oracle8.

■ Oracle Transparent Gateway for Rdb

The gateway must be installed on Alpha platforms running the OpenVMS 
operating system. 

Client

Oracle
Server

Oracle 
Transparent

Gateway 
for Rdb

Rdb
Database

SQL*Net, Net8, or 
local connection
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■ Rdb database

The Rdb database must be on the same system as the gateway.

Multiple Oracle servers can access the same gateway. A single Alpha platform 
gateway installation can be configured to access more than one Rdb database.

Implementation
When the gateway is installed on your Alpha platform, it has some of the same 
components as an Oracle database instance on OpenVMS. The gateway has these 
components:

■ a base file directory

■ a gateway system identifier (SID), comparable to an Oracle instance’s 
ORACLE_SID

■ Oracle SQL*Net to support communication between the Oracle server and the 
gateway

■ a file of initialization parameters, similar to the Oracle server init.ora file, 
identified as initsid.ora

The gateway does not have:

■ control, redo log, or database files

■ the full set of subdirectories and ancillary files associated with an installed 
Oracle server

Because the gateway does not have background processes and does not need a 
management utility such as Oracle Enterprise Manager, you do not need to start the 
gateway product. Each Oracle server user session that accesses a particular gateway 
creates an independent gateway process on the Alpha platform. This process runs 
the gateway session and executes SQL functions to communicate with a Rdb 
database. 
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How the Gateway Works
The gateway has no database functions of its own. Instead, it provides an interface 
by which an Oracle server can direct part or all of a SQL operation to an Rdb 
database.

The gateway supporting the Rdb database is identified to the Oracle server with a 
CREATE DATABASE LINK statement. The database link is the same construct used 
to identify other Oracle server databases. Tables on the Rdb database are referenced 
in SQL as:

table_name @dblink_name

or

owner.table_name @dblink_name

If you create synonyms or views in the Oracle server database, you can refer to 
tables on the Rdb database using simple names as though the table is local to the 
Oracle server.

When the Oracle server encounters a reference to a table on the Rdb database, the 
applicable portion of the SQL statement is sent to the gateway for processing. Any 
host variables associated with the SQL statement are bound to the gateway and 
therefore to the Rdb database.

The gateway is responsible for sending these SQL statements to the Rdb database 
for execution and for fielding and returning responses. The responses are either 
data or messages. Any conversions between Oracle datatypes and Rdb datatypes 
are performed by the gateway. The Oracle server and the application read and 
process only Oracle datatypes.

SQL Differences
Not all SQL implementations are the same. The Oracle server supports a much 
larger set of built-in functions than the databases currently accessed through the 
gateway. The Oracle server and the gateway work together to convert SQL to a form 
that is compatible with the specific Rdb database. 

During this conversion, an Oracle server function can be converted to a function 
recognizable to the specific Rdb database. Alternatively, the Oracle server withholds 
functions that are not executable by the Rdb database and post-processes them after 
rows are retrieved from the Rdb database. This method of post-processing 
unsupported functions only applies to SELECT statements. The Oracle server and 
the gateway cannot perform this kind of manipulation on UPDATE, INSERT, or 
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DELETE statements because Rdb requires the results of these functions before it can 
complete processing these statements.

Oracle Tools and the Gateway
Use the gateway to run applications, like Oracle tools, that read and write data 
stored in Rdb databases.

While the gateway provides no new application or development facilities, it extends 
the reach of existing Oracle tools to include data in non-Oracle databases that 
support Rdb. 

The gateway used with other Oracle products can greatly extend the capabilities of 
the stand-alone gateway. The following examples demonstrate how powerful the 
gateway is with other Oracle tools. 

Oracle Developer/2000 Reports
Use Oracle Developer/2000 Reports and the gateway to easily and transparently 
generate a wide range of reports based on Rdb data. Because reports created with 
Oracle Developer/2000 Reports can be redesigned and rerun quickly and easily, 
Oracle Developer/2000 Reports and the gateway combine to form a powerful 
reporting package.

Oracle Discoverer
Use Oracle Discoverer and the gateway to analyze and manipulate data residing in 
a Rdb database. This combination of products enables you to mine your corporate 
data using a powerful data analysis tool.

Oracle Developer/2000 Forms
Use Oracle Developer/2000 Forms (Version 4 or higher) to build applications that 
are stored in the Rdb database. For additional information refer to the appropriate 
Developer/2000 documentation.

Oracle Forms Version 3 and earlier versions are not supported.
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SQL*Plus
Use SQL*Plus and the gateway to create a distributed database system, providing 
an easy-to-use transfer facility for moving data between the distributed databases. 
One possible use is to distribute the data in your corporate Oracle database to 
departmental Rdb databases. You can also distribute data in your corporate Rdb 
database to departmental Oracle databases.

Features

Heterogeneous Database Integration
The gateway support for ANSI-standard SQL enables read/write access to Rdb 
databases. Even if your data exists on different platforms in different applications, 
new applications can use all data, regardless of location. 

Minimum Impact on Existing Systems
The gateway does not require installation of additional Oracle software on your 
existing OpenVMS system. To minimize the network impact, Oracle Corporation 
recommends installing the gateway on the machine where the Rdb database is 
installed. 

Application Portability
The gateway’s ability to interface with heterogeneous databases makes it possible to 
develop a single set of portable applications that can be used against both Oracle 
and Rdb databases, and any other databases for which Oracle Corporation provides 
gateways.

Remote Data Access
Location flexibility is maximized because the gateway architecture permits network 
connections between each of the components. The application can use the Oracle 
client-server capability to connect to a remote Oracle server through SQL*Net. The 
Oracle server can connect to a remote gateway using a database link. 

The benefits of remote access are:

■ provides a means to allocate the appropriate resource to a given task

You can, for example, move application development off expensive processors 
and onto cost-efficient workstations or microcomputers. 
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■ expands the number of available data sources

Without remote access, you are limited to the data available in the local 
environment. With remote access, your data sources are limited only by your 
networks.

■ provides a means to tailor an application environment to a given user

For example, some users prefer a block-mode terminal environment, while 
others prefer a bit-mapped, graphics driven terminal environment. Remote 
access can satisfy both because you are not constrained by the interface 
environment imposed by the location of your data. 

Support for Distributed Applications
Because the gateway gives your application direct access to Rdb data, you eliminate 
the need to upload and download large quantities of database data to other 
processors. Instead, you can access data where it is, when you want it, without 
having to move the data between machines and risk unsynchronized and 
inconsistent data. Avoiding massive data replication can reduce aggregate disk 
storage requirements over all your systems.

However, if your system design requires moving data among the machines in a 
network, SQL*Plus and the gateway can simplify the data transfer. With a single 
SQL*Plus command you can move entire sets of data from one node of the network 
to another and from one database to another.

You can pass commands and statements specific to your Rdb database through the 
gateway to be executed by the Rdb database.You can also execute stored procedures 
defined in non-Oracle databases.

Application Development and End User Tools
Through the gateway, Oracle Corporation extends the range of application 
development and end-user tools you can use to access your Rdb databases. These 
tools increase application development and user productivity by reducing 
prototype, development, and maintenance time. Current Oracle users do not have 
to learn a new set of tools to access data stored in Rdb databases. Instead, they can 
access Oracle and Rdb data with a single set of tools.

With the gateway and the application development tools available from Oracle 
Corporation, you can develop a single set of applications to access Oracle and Rdb 
data. Users can use the decision support tools available from Oracle Corporation to 
access Oracle and Rdb data.
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When designing applications, keep in mind that the gateway is designed for 
retrieval of relatively light transaction loads. The gateway is not designed to be a 
heavy transaction processing system. 

Protection of Current Investment
With the gateway, you can continue to develop your information systems without 
foregoing your investments in current data and applications. You can access your 
Oracle and Rdb data with a single set of applications and continue to use existing 
Rdb applications to access your Rdb data. You can also use more productive 
database tools and move to a distributed database technology without giving up 
access to your current data. 

If you want to migrate to Oracle database technology and productivity, the gateway 
lets you control the pace of migration. As you transfer applications from your 
previous technology to the Oracle database, you can use the gateway to move the 
Rdb data into Oracle databases.
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Installing the Gateway

This chapter explains how to install the gateway software from the distribution 
CD-ROM and includes these topics:

■ Before You Install the Gateway

■ Installing the Gateway

■ Installation Complete

■ Post-Installation Steps

■ De-installing the Gateway

Before installing the gateway, confirm that all hardware and software requirements 
are met, as described in Chapter 1, “Release Information”.
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Before You Install the Gateway
Before installing the gateway, confirm that all hardware and software requirements 
as specified in Chapter 1, “Release Information”, are met. 

The Oracle account used to install the gateway must have read access to the Rdb 
precompiler library (sys$library:sql$user.olb or sys$library:sql$userxx.old) and 
have sufficient resources to run Rdb. The Oracle account must have read and write 
privileges for the Rdb databases accessed by the gateway.

Installing the Gateway
The primary installation tasks assume that you configure the gateway with a single 
Oracle server and a single Rdb database. 

It is very important that you install the gateway in its own separate Oracle root 
directory. The gateway directory cannot contain an Oracle database. After installing 
the gateway, the Oracle root directory contains only the gateway and SQL*Net. The 
Oracle server must reside in its own separate directory.

Step 1: Login to the Oracle Server Account
Login to the OpenVMS account that is used to install and manage the Oracle server 
products at your site.

Ensure that no OpenVMS logical names specific to Oracle software are set in the 
process table before you start the installation. This is especially true for the logical 
name ora_root. For example, if ora_root is set, the command to unset it is:

$> DEASSIGN/PROC ORA_ROOT

Note: If you install the gateway into a directory containing an 
existing Oracle server, the gateway is not supported by Oracle 
Corporation because such a configuration might corrupt the 
existing Oracle installation.
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Step 2: Create the gateway directory
Create the root directory for the gateway. For example:

$> CREATE/DIR device1 :[ gateway_dir ]

where: device1  is the disk name where the directory resides.

Create the install directory under the root directory you just created. For example:

$> CREATE/DIR device1 :[ gateway_dir .INSTALL]

Step 3: Mount the distribution CD-ROM
Place the distribution CD-ROM in your CD-ROM drive and enter a command 
similar to this:

$> MOUNT/SYSTEM/MEDIA=CDROM device2

where device2  is the name of the CD-ROM drive.

 Step 4: Restore the boot.bck saveset
Move to the install directory and restore the boot.bck saveset from the distribution 
CD-ROM to the install directory:

$> SET DEFAULT device1 :[ gateway_dir .INSTALL]
$> BACKUP/LOG device2 :BOOT.BCK/SAVE -
      *.*; /NEW_VERSION/BY_OWNER=PARENT

where:

Step 5: Run the installation procedure
Go to the install directory and start ORACLEINS by entering:

$> @ORACLEINS

Use this table as a guide to the installation process, following the instructions in the 

device1 is the disk where the directory resides.

gateway_dir is the name of the root directory for the gateway.

device1 is the disk where the install directory resides.

gateway_dir is the name of the root directory for the gateway.

device2 is the name of the CD-ROM drive.
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Response column:

Menu Name or Prompt Response

Oracle Installation Startup Menu Enter "1" to select the "Create a new ORACLE system." option. 
Press [Return].

Root Directory? Enter the pathname of the gateway root directory, 
device1:[gateway_dir], where device1 is the disk name where 
the directory resides. Press [Return].

Save set location? Enter the name of the CD drive where the distribution 
CD-ROM is mounted. Press [Return]. 

This step copies additional saveset information from the 
CD-ROM to gateway_dir. Press [Return] after the setup 
process is done.

Oracle Product Installation and Upgrade Enter "1" to select the "Software Installation and Upgrade 
Menu" option. Press [Return].  

Software Installation and Upgrade Menu Enter "1" to select the "Select Licensed Products to Load" 
option. Press [Return]. Two products, TG4RDB and 
NetConfig, are displayed. 

Enter "A" to load both products and press [Return]. Press 
[Return] at each of the two confirmation prompts. Check that 
the status for each product is "load", then enter "E" and press 
[Return] to continue the installation process.

Software Installation and Upgrade Menu Enter "2" to select the "Select Build Configuration Options" 
option and press [Return]. Enter "A" to select TG4RDB and 
NetConfig. Press [Return]. 

TG4RDB Configuration Options Check that the current value for "System or Group 
Installation" is "S". Enter "E" and press [Return].

NetConfig Configuration Options Select the network adapter you want. You must choose at least 
one adapter. For example, to select the TCP/IP adapter, enter 
"3" and press [Return]. After making your choice, enter "Y" at 
the prompt for "New Value". Press [Return].

Option 4, "Build Oracle Names Server?", is not supported. Its 
current value must be set to "N".

After selecting the NetConfig options, check that the current 
value for "System or Group Installation" is "S" and enter "E". 
Press [Return].
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Post-Installation Steps

Step 1: Set the OpenVMS logical names
Set the values of the OpenVMS logical names that pertain to Oracle software by 
entering:

$> @ORA_UTIL:ORAUSER.COM

Step 2: Run the Netconfig utility
Change to the install directory: 

$> SET DEFAULT ORA_INSTALL

Start the Netconfig utility by entering:

$> @ORA_INSUTL.COM

From the "Installable Utilities" menu, enter "1" to select the "NetConfig" option. 
Press [Return]. Then enter "E" and press [Return] to exit.

Installation Complete
Your gateway installation is now complete. Proceed with the configuration tasks 
described in Chapter 4, “Configuring the Gateway”.

Select Configuration Options Enter "E" and press [Return].

Software Installation and Upgrade Menu Enter "3" to select the "Load and Build Selected Licensed 
Products" option. Press [Return]. The loading process 
happens. At the end of this process, you are prompted to 
select another option. Enter "1" to select the "Build the Oracle 
products loaded" option and press [Return]. The building 
process occurs.

Once the building process is done, press [Return] to continue, 
then enter "E" and press [Return]. Enter "E" again, then press 
[Return] to exit from ORACLEINS.

Menu Name or Prompt Response
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De-installing the Gateway
To de-install the gateway and SQL*Net, including the directories and 
sub-directories containing them, enter these commands:

$> SET DEF ORA_INSTALL
$> @GTW_DEINST
$> DELETE *.*;*
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Configuring the Gateway

After installing the gateway, follow the instructions in this chapter to configure the 
gateway for Rdb. Gateway configuration tasks include:

■ Configuring the Gateway

■ Configuring SQL*Net for the Gateway

■ Optional Configuration Steps

■ Administering Database Links

Follow all steps in this chapter to configure the gateway to access an Rdb database.
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 Configuring the Gateway
Before configuring the gateway, ensure that all necessary OpenVMS logical names 
specific to Oracle software are set. If this is not the case, you can set them by 
running the orauser.com script in the util directory under the directory where the 
gateway is installed.

Step 1: Choose a system ID for the gateway 
The gateway system identifier (SID) is a string of alphanumeric characters that 
identifies a gateway instance. The SID is used in the gateway startup script and as 
part of the file name for the gateway initialization file. The default SID is rdb.

You need one gateway instance, and therefore one gateway SID, for each Rdb 
database you want to access. If you want to access two Rdb databases, you need 
two gateway SIDs, one for each instance of the gateway. If you have one Rdb 
database and want to access it sometimes with one set of gateway parameter 
settings, and other times with different gateway parameter settings, you can do that 
by having multiple gateway SIDs for the single Rdb database.

This configuration steps described in this section assume a single gateway SID is 
being configured.

Step 2: Customize the gateway startup script                                                                                                     
The gateway startup script initializes certain logical names and starts the gateway. 
The script is started by the SQL*Net TNS listener after an incoming connect request 
for the gateway comes in. The startup script is required and you must customize it 
as needed. Customizing the startup script is needed for each gateway SID.

A sample startup script, tg4rdb_startup.com, is provided with the gateway in the 
directory ora_root:[tg4rdb]. The part of startup script which you edit is:

$ define/nolog ORA_ROOT           <Oracle root directory>
$ define/nolog GATEWAY_SID        rdb
$! enter the version of Rdb (example 7.0)
$ RDB_VERSION := <version of Rdb runtime>
$ define GTW_RDB_DATABASE         <full path and file name of Rdb database>
$ 
$! For logging and tracing
$! if you want to see the SQL statements sent to Rdb, set GTW_TRACE_INFO to 1
$ define/nolog GTW_TRACE_INFO 0
$! log file name
$ LOGFILE := tg4rdbsrv
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where:

The sample startup script is sufficient for starting the gateway, verifying a 
successful installation, and running the demonstration scripts. 

ORA_ROOT specifies the full path and file name of your gateway 
root directory. The value specified for ORA_ROOT must 
have a period (.) following the last directory name. For 
example:

device1 :[gateway_dir.]

where device1  is the disk name where the gateway 
directory resides.

GATEWAY_SID specifies the gateway SID you chose in Step 1. It is used 
to identify the gateway initialization file, the Rdb startup 
file, and as a prefix for the gateway log file when the log 
file is not defined in the gateway initialization file. It 
defaults to rdb.

The gateway requires an initialization file upon startup. 
The gateway looks for an initialization file called 
initsid.ora in the directory defined by the 
ORA_TG4RDB_ADMIN logical name. The sample 
startup script assigns the value rdb to the 
GATEWAY_SID logical name; a sample initialization file 
called initrdb.ora is provided with the gateway in the 
ora_tg4rdb_admin directory. You must change the SID 
portion of the initialization file name if you are using a 
SID value different from the default value of rdb.

RDB_VERSION specifies the version of the Rdb database.

GTW_RDB_DATABASE specifies the full path and file name of the Rdb database 
to which the gateway will connect.

GTW_TRACE_INFO enables SQL tracing. A value of 0 turns tracing off; a 
value of 1 turns tracing on. See “Tracing SQL 
Statements” on page 5-19 for more information.

LOGFILE specifies the name of the gateway output file for log 
information. See “Gateway Message Output” on page 
5-22 for more information about this file.
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Step 3: Customize the gateway initialization file   
The gateway initialization file (initsid.ora) supports all SQL-based gateway 
initialization parameters described in Oracle Open Gateways Guide for SQL-Based and 
Procedural Gateways except for the RESOLVE_BINDS parameter. The initialization 
file must be available when the gateway is started.

During installation, a default initialization file is created in 
ora_tg4rdb_admin:initrdb.ora. If you chose a SID other than the default of rdb, 
rename this file using the SID you chose in Step 1. This default initialization file is 
sufficient for starting the gateway, verifying a successful installation, and running 
the demonstration scripts.

The default initialization file contains these entries

DB_NAME=rdb
LOG_DESTINATION=log_file
RESOLVE_BINDS=FALSE

where log_file  specifies the file where gateway log information is written.

Many initialization parameters modify gateway behavior. You might want to 
change the initialization file later to meet your system requirements. See the Oracle 
Open Gateways Guide for SQL-Based and Procedural Gateways for more information 
about customizing the gateway initialization file.

Configuring SQL*Net for the Gateway
 The gateway requires SQL*Net Version 2 to provide transparent data access to and 
from the server. After configuring the gateway, perform these steps to configure 
SQL*Net to work with the gateway:

Step 1: Configure the SQL*Net Version 2 TNS listener for the gateway
SQL*Net Version 2 uses the TNS listener to receive incoming connections from a 
SQL*Net Version 2 client. In the case of the gateway, the TNS listener listens for 
incoming requests from the Oracle server. For the TNS listener to listen for the 
gateway, information about the gateway must be added to the TNS listener 
configuration file (listener.ora). This file, by default, is located in the directory 
ora_root:[network.admin], where ora_root specifies the directory under which the 
gateway is installed. If this file does not exist, create a new file named listener.ora in 
ora_root:[network.admin].
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Two entries must be added to the listener.ora file:

■ a list of SQL*Net Version 2 addresses for the TNS listener to listen on

■ the server process the TNS listener should start in response to incoming 
connection requests

Entry of SQL*Net Addresses for the TNS Listener
If you are using SQL*Net Version 2 and the TCP/IP protocol adapter, the syntax of 
the entry in the listener.ora file is:

LISTENER=
  (ADDRESS_LIST=
     (ADDRESS= 
         (PROTOCOL=TCP)
         (HOST= host_name )
         (PORT= port_number )
     )
   )

where:

If you are using SQL*Net Version 2 and the interprocess socket call (IPC) protocol 
adapter, the syntax of the entry in listener.ora file is:

LISTENER=
  (ADDRESS_LIST=
      (ADDRESS= 
          (PROTOCOL=IPC)
          (KEY= key_name )
      )
   )

host_name is the name or IP address of the machine where the gateway is 
installed.

port_number specifies the TCP/IP port number used by the TNS listener. If 
you have other listeners running on host_name , the value of 
port_number  must be different from the other listeners’ port 
numbers.
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where:

If you are using SQL*Net Version 2 and the DECnet protocol adapter, the syntax of 
the entry in listener.ora file is:

LISTENER=
  (ADDRESS_LIST=
     (ADDRESS= 
         (PROTOCOL=DECNET)
         (NODE= host_name )
         (OBJECT= object_name )
      )
  )

where:

Example
This entry in listener.ora is an example of setting up a process that supports all 
three protocols:

GTWLSNR=
  (ADDRESS_LIST=
     (ADDRESS= 
         (PROTOCOL=TCP)
         (HOST=CORPVMS)
         (PORT=6943)
     )
     (ADDRESS= 
         (PROTOCOL=IPC)
         (KEY=IPCKEY)
      )
      (ADDRESS= 
         (PROTOCOL=DECNET)
         (NODE=CORPVMS)

IPC is the IPC protocol used for IPC connections.

key_name is the unique user-defined service name. It matches the key_name  
in the listener.ora file for the gateway.

DECNET is the DECnet protocol used for DEC connections.

host_name is the name of the machine where the gateway is installed.

object_name matches the object_name  specified in the listener.ora file for 
the gateway.
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         (OBJECT=GTW_TG4RDB)
      )

  )

Entry for the Gateway Process to Start
To direct the TNS listener to start the gateway in response to incoming connection 
requests, add an entry to the listener.ora file using this syntax:

SID_LIST_LISTENER=
  (SID_LIST=
     (SID_DESC=
         (SID_NAME= gateway_sid )
         (PROGRAM=’ startup_script’ )
         (TIMEOUT= time )
     )
   )

where:

If you are already running a TNS listener that listens on multiple SIDs of the 
databases, add only this syntax to SID_LIST  in the existing listener.ora file:

SID_LIST_LISTENER=
  (SID_LIST=
    (SID_DESC=.
              .
              .
    )
    (SID_DESC=.
              .
              .
    )
    (SID_DESC =
       (SID_NAME= gateway_sid )

gateway_sid specifies the SID of the gateway and matches the gateway 
SID specified in the connect descriptor entry in the 
tnsnames.ora file.

startup_script specifies the path and file name of the startup file that 
initializes the gateway environment and starts the gateway. 
The value must be enclosed in single quote characters (’).

time specifies the time in seconds before the gateway times out 
from inactivity.
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       (PROGRAM=’ startup_script’ )
       (TIMEOUT= time )
    )
  )

This is an example of an entry made to an existing listener.ora file:

(SID_DESC =
    (SID_NAME=GTWRDB)
    (PROGRAM=’DKA200:[ORACLE.TG4RDB]TG4RDB_STARTUP.COM’)
    (TIMEOUT=1800)
)

See Understanding SQL*Net/Net8 Administrator’s Guide for more information about 
changing listener.ora. 

Step 2: Stop and start the TNS listener for the gateway
The TNS listener must be started to initiate the new settings.

1. If the listener is already running, use the LSNRCTL command to stop the listener 
and then start it with the new settings:

$> LSNRCTRL STOP 
$> LSNRCTRL START 

2. Check the status of the listener with the new settings:

$> LSNRCTRL STATUS

Optional Configuration Steps
These additional configuration options are available if you choose to use them:

■ create a data dictionary table named DUAL in the Rdb database to enhance 
compatibility with certain Oracle tools

■ create a transaction log table named GTW_COMM_TRANS to allow the 
gateway to recover distributed transactions

■ create the demonstration tables and procedures used by the case studies

Note: You must use the same SID value in the tnsnames.ora file, 
the listener.ora file, and the GATEWAY_SID logical name in the 
gateway startup script.
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■ create an Rdb startup file

You can choose to perform any option, all four, or none.

Creating the DUAL Table
To enhance compatibility with certain Oracle tools, it is recommended there be a 
matching Oracle DUAL table in the Rdb database you are accessing. The matching 
table is named DUAL. The DUAL table consists of one column called DUMMY, of 
datatype CHAR(1), and has one row with a value of "X". DUAL must be accessible 
to all users.

To create the DUAL table manually, run the executable file create_dual_tab by 
issuing these commands from the OpenVMS command line:

$> SET DEF ORA_TG4RDB
$> DEFINE/NOLOG GTW_RDB_DATABASE pathname
$> RUN CREATE_DUAL_TAB 

where pathname  is the path and file name for the Rdb database.

Creating the GTW_COMM_TRANS Table
To configure the gateway for distributed update transactions, set the initialization 
parameter TRANSACTION_MODEL to COMMIT_CONFIRM. When configuring 
the gateway this way, a table must be created in the Rdb database. The gateway 
uses this table to protect the Rdb portion of a transaction from the Oracle two-phase 
commit protocol. This table is called GTW_COMM_TRANS and consists of one 
column, TRAN_ID, defined as datatype VARCHAR(65).

GTW_COMM_TRANS is automatically created during installation only in the Rdb 
database specified during installation. You must create this table in any other Rdb 
database you want to access. See “Two-Phase Commit” on page 5-10 for more 
information about manually creating GTW_COMM_TRANS.

The name of the transaction log table can be altered with the 
TRANSACTION_LOG_TABLE initialization parameter. 

Note: The information in this table is vital to the recovery process 
and must not be altered. This table must be created and must not be 
used, accessed, or updated other than by the gateway.
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This example creates the DUAL and GTW_COMM_TRANS tables at the same time 
with create_2pc_tab and create_dual_tab:

$> SET DEF ORA_TG4RDB
$> DEFINE/NOLOG GTW_RDB_DATABASE DBMS_DISK:[DATABASES.RDB]DEMO.RDB
$> RUN CREATE_2PC_TAB  
$> RUN CREATE_DUAL_TAB

Creating the Demonstration Tables and Procedures
To create the demonstration tables and procedures used by the case studies 
described in Chapter 6, “Case Studies”, enter these commands:

$> DEFINE/NOLOG GTW_RDB_DATABASE pathname  
$> @ORA_TG4RDB:ORA_TG4RDB_DEMO

where pathname  is the path and filename for the Rdb database.

These commands create the:

■  GTW_EMP, GTW_DEPT, and GTW_SALGRADE tables

■ GTW_EMP_DEPT view

■ GETDEPT and INSERTDEPT procedures

Creating an Rdb Startup File
You can specify Oracle Rdb SQL statements in a startup file. The SQL statements in 
this file are only executed when the gateway is started. The Rdb startup file must be 
named rdb_startup_sid.sql where sid is the value assigned to the GATEWAY_SID 
logical name in the gateway startup file. The Rdb startup file must be located in the 
directory defined by the ORA_TG4RDB_ADMIN logical name.

All SQL statements in the startup file are executed by the EXECUTE IMMEDIATE 
command of Oracle Rdb. See the Oracle Rdb documentation for information about 
which SQL statements are valid. SQL comment lines are allowed, but the "- -" 
characters must be in columns 1 and 2 of the comment line. All SQL statements 
must end with a semicolon (;).

Only use the startup file if you want to customize the behavior of Rdb with the 
gateway. One example is to customize the type of Oracle Rdb transaction that the 
gateway starts. If no startup file exists, the following default transaction is used:

DECLARE TRANSACTION WAIT ISOLATION LEVEL READ COMMITTED;
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You could create a startup file and declare a transaction reserving table AAA:

DECLARE TRANSACTION READ WRITE RESERVING AAA FOR EXCLUSIVE WRITE;

In this case all executable SQL statements that the gateway sends to the Rdb 
database have the above transaction characteristics (table AAA can only be accessed 
by the gateway).

If there are errors parsing or executing the SQL statements in the startup file, these 
errors are reported:

On the client side:

ORA-00587: cannot connect to remote host
ORA-02063: preceding line from GTWLINK

In the gateway log file (error parsing):

Error reading:      ORA_TG4RDB_ADMIN:
RDB_STARTUP_GTTEST.SQL
Offending line:  DECLARE TRANSACTION READ WRITE

In the gateway log file (Rdb SQL error):

SQL error processing...
SQL command:  DECLARE TRANSACTION READ WRITE;
File: ORA_TG4RDB_ADMIN:RDB_STARTUP_GTTEST.SQL
SQLCODE: -1
SQL error text: %SQL-F-SYNTAX_ERR, Syntax error

 Configuring SQL*Net for the Oracle Server
Any Oracle client connected to an Oracle server can access Rdb data through the 
gateway. The Oracle client and Oracle server can reside on different machines. The 
gateway accepts connections only from an Oracle server.

Before you use the gateway to access Rdb data, you must configure the Oracle 
server so that it can communicate with the gateway over SQL*Net. To configure the 
server you add connect descriptors to the tnsnames.ora file.

An Oracle server that accesses the gateway needs a service name entry or a connect 
descriptor name entry in the tnsnames.ora file to tell the Oracle server where it can 
make connections. This file, by default, is located in the directory 
ora_root:[network.admin], where ora_root specifies the directory in which the 
Oracle server is installed. The tnsnames.ora file is required by the Oracle server 
accessing the gateway; it is not required by the gateway. See Understanding 
SQL*Net/Net8 Administrator’s Guide for more information about changing 
tnsnames.ora.
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TCP/IP Protocol Adapter 
An Oracle server accesses the gateway using SQL*Net Version 2 and the TCP/IP 
protocol adapter. The syntax of the connect descriptor entry in tnsnames.ora is:

connect_descriptor =
   (DESCRIPTION=
      (ADDRESS=
         (PROTOCOL=TCP)
         (HOST= host_name )
         (PORT= port_number )
      )
     (CONNECT_DATA=
         (SID= gateway_sid )
        (SERVER=DEDICATED)
     )
   ) 

where:

Example
GATEWAY_RDB=
   (DESCRIPTION=
      (ADDRESS=
         (PROTOCOL=TCP)
         (HOST=CORPVMS)
         (PORT=6943)
      )

connect_descriptor is the description of the object to connect to as specified 
when creating the database link.

port_number  matches the port number used by the SQL*Net Version 2 
TNS listener that is listening for the gateway. The TNS 
listener’s port number can be found in the listener.ora 
file used by the TNS listener. See “Configuring SQL*Net 
for the Gateway” on page 4-4.

host_name specifies the machine on which the gateway is running. 
The TNS listener’s host name can be found in the 
listener.ora file used by the TNS listener. 

gateway_sid specifies the SID of the gateway server and matches the 
SID specified in the listener.ora file of the TNS listener 
that is listening for the gateway.
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     (CONNECT_DATA=
         (SID=RDBGTW)
        (SERVER=DEDICATED)
     )
   ) 

IPC Protocol Adapter
An Oracle server accesses the gateway using SQL*Net Version 2 and the IPC 
protocol adapter. The syntax of the connect descriptor entry in tnsnames.ora is:

connect_descriptor =
   (DESCRIPTION=
       (ADDRESS=
          (PROTOCOL=IPC)
          (KEY= key_name )
       )
       (CONNECT_DATA=
          (SID= gateway_sid )
          (SERVER=DEDICATED)
       )
   ) 

where:

Example
GATEWAY_RDB=
   (DESCRIPTION=
       (ADDRESS=
          (PROTOCOL=IPC)
          (KEY=IPCPROT)
       )

connect_descriptor is the description of the object to connect to as specified 
when creating the database link.

key_name is the service name.

gateway_sid specifies the SID of the gateway server and matches the 
SID specified in the listener.ora file of the TNS listener 
that is listening for the gateway.
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   (CONNECT_DATA=
          (SID=RDBGTW)
          (SERVER=DEDICATED)
       )
   ) 

DECnet Protocol Adapter
An Oracle server accesses the gateway using SQL*Net Version 2 and the DECnet 
protocol adapter. The syntax of the connect descriptor entry in tnsnames.ora is:

connect_descriptor =
   (DESCRIPTION=
       (ADDRESS=
          (PROTOCOL=DECNET)
          (NODE= host_name )
          (OBJECT= object_name )
       )
       (CONNECT_DATA=
          (SID= gateway_sid )
          (SERVER=DEDICATED)
       )
   ) 

where:

connect_descriptor is the description of the object to connect to as specified 
when creating the database link.

host_name is the name of machine where the gateway is running.

object_name matches the object_name  specified in the listener.ora 
file of the TNS listener that is listening for the gateway.

gateway_sid specifies the SID of the gateway server and matches the 
SID specified in the listener.ora file of the TNS listener 
that is listening for the gateway.
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Example
GATEWAY_RDB=
   (DESCRIPTION=
       (ADDRESS=
          (PROTOCOL=DECNET)
          (NODE=CORPVMS)
          (OBJECT=GTW_TG4RDB)
       )
       (CONNECT_DATA=
          (SID=RDBGTW)
          (SERVER=DEDICATED)
       )
   ) 

Administering Database Links
A connection to the gateway is established through a database link when it is first 
used in an Oracle session. In this context, "connection" refers to the connection 
between the Oracle server and the gateway. The connection remains established 
until the Oracle session ends. Another session or user can access the same database 
link and get a distinct connection to the gateway and Rdb database.

Database links are active for the duration of a gateway session. To close a database 
link during a session, use the ALTER SESSION statement. 

The database and application administrators of a distributed database system are 
responsible for managing the necessary database links that define paths to the Rdb 
database. For more information about using database links, refer to the OracleVn 
Server Administrator’s Guide. 

Creating Database Links
To create a database link and a path to an Rdb database, use the CREATE 
DATABASE LINK statement. This syntax describes how to create a database link to 
access information in the Rdb database:

CREATE PUBLIC DATABASE LINK dblink USING ’ connect_descriptor ’;

where:

dblink is the complete database link name.

connect_descriptor is the SQL*Net TNS connect descriptor name specified in 
the tnsnames.ora file, used to identify the remote 
database.
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Rdb does not support the concept of different database users, each user with their 
own set of privileges. Instead, Rdb checks privileges on the basis of the operating 
system account being used to access the database. The gateway that accesses the 
Rdb database is started by the TNS listener and always runs under the same 
OpenVMS user account, which means that all Oracle users have the same privileges 
on the Rdb database.

Dropping Database Links
You can drop a database line with the DROP DATABASE LINK statement. For 
example, to drop the public database link named GTWRDB, enter:

SQL> DROP PUBLIC DATABASE LINK GTWRDB;

A database link should not be dropped if it is still required to resolve an in-doubt 
distributed transaction. Refer to the OracleVn Server Administrator’s Guide for more 
information about dropping database links the Oracle7 Distributed Data Volume I for 
information about in-doubt transactions.

Examining Available Database Links
The data dictionary of each database stores the definitions of all the database links 
in that database. The USER_DB_LINKS data dictionary views show the database 
links that are defined for a user. Your USER_DB_LINKS data dictionary view shows 
your defined database links. The ALL_DB_LINKS data dictionary views show all 
defined database links. You must have database administrator authority to access 
ALL_DB_LINKS. 

Limiting the Number of Active Database Links
You can limit the number of connections from a user process to remote databases 
with the parameter OPEN_LINKS. This parameter controls the number of remote 
connections that any single user process can use with a single user session. Refer to 
the OracleVn Server Administrator’s Guide for more information about limiting the 
number of active database links.
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Using the Gateway

Now that the gateway is installed and configured, you can use the gateway to 
access Rdb data, pass Rdb commands from your application to the Rdb database, 
perform distributed queries, and copy data. Refer to these topics:

■ Accessing Rdb Data Through the Gateway

■ Datatype Conversion

■ Using Synonyms

■ Executing Stored Procedures

■ Using the Pass-Through Feature

■ Performing Distributed Queries

■ Two-Phase Commit

■ Savepoints

■ Copying Data from Oracle to Rdb

■ Copying Data from Rdb to Oracle

■ ROWID Support

■ Using a Multi-Schema Rdb Database

■ Constraint Handling

■ Tracing SQL Statements

■ Error Messages
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Accessing Rdb Data Through the Gateway
To access Rdb data through the gateway, complete these steps on the Oracle server:

1. Login to the Oracle server.

2. Create a database link to the Rdb database. For example:

SQL> CREATE DATABASE LINK RDB
   CONNECT TO ORACLE IDENTIFIED BY "ALIEN9"
   USING ’GTWRDB’;

3. Retrieve data from the Rdb database by using the SELECT statement in one of 
these methods:

■ if the CONNECT TO clause of the database link specified ORACLE as the 
user ID, the following example retrieves data from the EMP table in the Rdb 
database, using the name ORACLE as the Rdb database user:

SQL> SELECT * FROM EMP@RDB;

the following SELECT statement retrieves the EMP table in the CORPDATA 
schema, using the name ORACLE as the Rdb database user:

SQL> SELECT * FROM CORPDATA.EMP@RDB;

The ORACLE user must have the appropriate Rdb privileges to access the 
CORPDATA.EMP table.

4. Update data in the Rdb database using the UPDATE command. For example:

SQL> UPDATE EMP@RDB SET "SAL"="SAL"*1.10;

Datatype Conversion
 The Rdb datatype is specified as one of the following:

BIGINT [ (scale) ]

CHAR [ (length) ]

DATE [ ANSI | VMS ]

DECIMAL [ (number [ ,scale]) ]

DOUBLE PRECISION

FLOAT

INTEGER  [ (scale) ]
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LONG VARCHAR

NUMERIC [ (number [ ,scale]) ]

REAL

SMALLINT [ (scale) ]

TIMESTAMP [ (time) ]

TINYINT [ (scale) ]

VARCHAR (length)

The gateway uses these rules to convert the Rdb datatypes to Oracle server 
datatypes:

BIGINT BIGINT(scale) is converted to one of these Oracle datatypes:

■ NUMBER(20)

■ NUMBER(20,scale)

The scaling factor, scale, is a positive whole number indicating 
the number of digits to the right of the decimal point. If scale is 
not specified, a default of zero is used and the datatype is 
converted to NUMBER(20).

CHAR CHAR is converted to one of these Oracle datatypes:

■ CHAR(1)

■ CHAR (length) 

■ LONG

■ VARCHAR2(length)

The datatype is converted to CHAR(1) if no length is specified. If 
length is less than 256, it is converted to CHAR(length). If length is 
equal to or greater than 256, but less than 2001, it is converted to 
VARCHAR2(length). If length is equal to or greater than 2001, it is 
converted to LONG.

DATE, 
TIMESTAMP

See “DATE and TIMESTAMP Datatypes” on page 5-5 for 
information about these datatypes.
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DECIMAL, 
NUMERIC

DECIMAL and NUMERIC are automatically converted by Rdb 
to BIGINT, DOUBLE  PRECISION, or SMALLINT. The gateway 
never receives values specified by the datatypes DECIMAL and 
NUMERIC.

DOUBLE 
PRECISION, 
FLOAT, REAL

Rdb presents the DOUBLE PRECISION and REAL datatypes to 
the gateway as FLOAT. The FLOAT datatype is described to the 
gateway as FLOAT(24) or FLOAT(53). The gateway maps these 
onto Oracle datatype NUMBER with a precision equal to 24 or 
53.

INTEGER INTEGER(scale) is converted to one of these Oracle datatypes:

■ NUMBER(10)

■ NUMBER(10,scale)

The scaling factor, scale, is a positive whole number indicating 
the number of digits to the right of the decimal point. If scale is 
not specified, a default of zero is used and the datatype is 
converted to NUMBER(10).

LONG 
VARCHAR

LONG VARCHAR is converted to LONG. This datatype is a 
synonym of VARCHAR(32765). Because 32 765 exceeds the 
maximum length for VARCHAR2, it is converted to LONG.

SMALLINT SMALLINT(scale) is converted to one of these Oracle datatypes:

■ NUMBER(5)

■ NUMBER(5,scale)

The scaling factor, scale, is a positive whole number indicating 
the number of digits to the right of the decimal point. If scale is 
not specified, a default of zero is used and the datatype is 
converted to NUMBER(5).

TINYINT TINYINT(scale) is converted to one of these Oracle datatypes:

■ NUMBER(3)

■ NUMBER(3,scale)

The scaling factor, scale, is a positive whole number indicating 
the number of digits to the right of the decimal point. If scale is 
not specified, a default of zero is used and the datatype is 
converted to NUMBER(3).
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DATE and TIMESTAMP Datatypes
The Oracle DATE datatype can store date information or date and time information. 
It also allows you to present this information in a wide range of formats. Rdb has 
multiple date and time datatypes with fixed formats. These datatypes and their Rdb 
formats are:

VARCHAR VARCHAR (length) is converted to Oracle datatype 
VARCHAR2(length) when length is less than 2001. If length is 
greater than or equal to 2001, it is converted to LONG.

DATE is interpreted as DATE ANSI or DATE VMS depending on the 
value set with the Rdb command SET DEFAULT DATE 
FORMAT. The default is DATE VMS.

DATE ANSI contains only date information in the format YYYY-MM-DD, 
where MM is a number representing the month in the range of 
01 through 12.

DATE VMS contains date and time information in the format 
DD-MMM-YYYY HH:MM:SS[.CC], where MMM is the first 
three letters in the month’s name and .CC is hundredths of a 
second.

INTERVAL specifies the difference between two absolute dates and times. 
The gateway does not support this datatype. See “Date and Time 
Issues” on page 1-8 for more information.

TIME contains only the time information in the format 
HH:MM:SS[.CC], where .CC is hundredths of a second. The 
gateway does not support this datatype. See “Date and Time 
Issues” on page 1-8 for more information.

TIMESTAMP contains date and time information in the format 
YYYY-MM-DD:HH:MM:SS[.CC], where the first MM is a 
number representing the month in the range of 01 through 12, 
and .CC is hundredths of a second. 
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Displaying Dates
The Oracle TO_CHAR function cannot be used to display dates in other formats 
because the gateway only supports the single argument TO_CHAR(number) 
function. For example, if the value of HIREDATE is 17-DEC-80, the statement:

SQL> SELECT TO_CHAR(HIREDATE, ’Month DD, YYYY’)
  2    "New Date Format"
  3    FROM GTW_EMP@RDB WHERE ENAME = ’SMITH’;

returns:

New Date Format
- - - - - - - - -
1980121700000000

To display dates in other Oracle formats you can either assign the date value to a 
PL/SQL variable and execute the TO_CHAR function locally with the desired date 
format.

Rdb date and time values that do not contain any time information, for example, 
DATE ANSI, are given the time value 00:00:00 in case the requested Oracle DATE 
format contains time information. Hundredths of a second information is always 
removed when selecting TIMESTAMP or DATE VMS values.

Date Literals
Date literals are used in two ways with Rdb:

■ in a WHERE clause

■ in a VALUES clause of an INSERT statement

Examples:

SQL> SELECT * FROM DATE_TAB 
        WHERE DATE_COL = ’17-JUN-1972 12:45:00’;

SQL> INSERT INTO TIMESTAMP_TAB VALUES = (’1972-06-17:12:45:00’);

Neither form is supported by the gateway directly. To use date literals, embed the 
date literal in the TO_DATE function, which has the syntax:

TO_DATE(date  [, format ])

where:

date is a date literal.

format identifies the meaning of the different elements of date .
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If TO_DATE is not used as specified, this Oracle error message is returned:

ORA-01460 unreasonable or unimplemented conversion requested.

Examples:

1. In this example date is in the format DD-MMM-YYYY or DD-MMM-YYYY 
HH:MI:SS, and the referenced Rdb column is datatype DATE VMS:

SQL> SELECT * FROM DATE_TAB@RDB 
  2     WHERE DATE_COL = TO_DATE(’17-JUN-1972’);

In this example DATE_COL of table DATE_TAB is datatype DATE VMS.

2. Here date is in the format YYYY-MM-DD:HH:MI:SS and the referenced Rdb 
column is datatype TIMESTAMP. The table STAMP_TAB has one column of 
datatype TIMESTAMP:

SQL> INSERT INTO STAMP_TAB@RDB VALUES
  2    (TO_DATE(’1972-06-17:12:45:00’, ’YYYY-MM-DD:HH:MI:SS’));

Date and Time Bind Values
Rdb supports date and time bind values in the same two forms as date literals. The 
gateway supports every Oracle DATE datatype as a bind value and the referenced 
Rdb column can be datatype DATE, DATE ANSI, DATE VMS, or TIMESTAMP.

Using Synonyms
You can provide complete data location transparency and network transparency by 
using the synonym feature of Oracle. When a synonym is defined, you do not have 
to know the underlying table or network protocol. A synonym can be public, which 
means that all users of an Oracle database can reference the synonym. A synonym 
can also be defined as private which means every Oracle user must have a synonym 
defined to access an Rdb table. Refer to the Oracle server documentation for details 
on the synonym feature.

This statement creates a system-wide synonym for the EMP table in the schema of 
user ORACLE in the Rdb database:

SQL> CREATE PUBLIC SYNONYM EMP FOR ORACLE.EMP@RDB
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Executing Stored Procedures
Standard PL/SQL statements are used to execute a stored procedure. A code 
indicating the success or failure of executing the stored procedure might not be 
returned; however, error conditions are reported in PL/SQL error messages. 

In this example, the employee name JOHN SMYTHE is passed to the Rdb stored 
procedure REVISE_SALARY. The stored procedure retrieves the salary value from the 
Rdb database to calculate a new yearly salary for JOHN SMYTHE. The revised salary 
returned in RESULT is used to update EMP in a table of an Oracle database:

DECLARE
  INPUT VARCHAR2(15);
  RESULT NUMBER(8,2);
BEGIN
  INPUT := ’JOHN SMYTHE’;
  REVISE_SALARY@RDB(INPUT,RESULT);
  UPDATE EMP SET SAL = RESULT WHERE ENAME = INPUT;
END;
/

Using the Pass-Through Feature
The gateway can pass Rdb commands or statements from your application to the 
Rdb database. See the Oracle Open Gateways Guide for SQL-Based and Procedural 
Gateways for more information about using the pass-through feature.

The GTW_SQL.GTWPASS procedure of the gateway is used in a PL/SQL block to 
specify the command or statement to pass:

BEGIN

  GTW_SQL.GTWPASS@dblink(’command’, ’gateway_sid’);
END;

where:

dblink is the complete database link name.
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This example creates table EX1 in an Rdb database and inserts a row of data in it:

BEGIN

  GTW_SQL.GTWPASS@RDB(’CREATE TABLE EX1 (A CHAR(11))’,
                      ’RDB’);
  GTW_SQL.GTWPASS@RDB(’INSERT INTO EX1 VALUES(’’FIRST_ROW’’)’,
                    ’RDB’);
END;
/

Performing Distributed Queries
The Oracle Transparent Gateway technology enables the execution of distributed 
queries that join the Oracle server and the Rdb database, and any other database for 
which Oracle Corporation provides a gateway. These complex operations can be 
invisible to the users requesting the data. 

Example of a Distributed Query
This example joins data between the Oracle server, an IBM DB2 database, and an 
Rdb database: 

SQL> SELECT O.CUSTNAME, P."projno", E.ENAME, SUM(E.RATE*P."hours")

      FROM ORDERS@DB2 O, EMP E, "projects"@RDB P

         WHERE O.PROJNO = P."projno"

         AND P."empno" = E.EMPNO

         GROUP by O.CUSTNAME, P."projno", E.ENAME

Through a combination of views and synonyms, using the following SQL 
statements, the process of distributed queries is transparent to the user:

command is the command or statement to pass to the Rdb database. 
Only one command or statement can be specified. Single 
quotation marks are required around command.

To ensure data integrity, the gateway does not pass these 
statements and commands:

■ SELECT

■ a command containing parameter marks

gateway_sid is the SID for the gateway. Use the SID you chose during the 
gateway configuration process. See “Step 1: Choose a system 
ID for the gateway” on page 4-2 for more information.
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SQL> CREATE SYNONYM orders for orders@DB2

SQL> CREATE SYNONYM PROJECTS FOR "projects"@RDB

SQL> CREATE VIEW details (custname,projno,ename,spend)

     AS 

     SELECT O.CUSTNAME, P."projno", E.ENAME, SUM(E.RATE*P."hours")

     FROM orders o, EMP e, projects p

     WHERE O.PROJNO = P."projno"

     AND P."empno" = E.EMPNO

     GROUP BY O.CUSTNAME, P."projno", E.ENAME

Using this SQL statement, you can retrieve information from these three data stores 
in one command:

SQL> SELECT * FROM DETAILS;

The following table is what you retrieve using the previous command:

CUSTNAME         PROJNO           ENAME          SPEND

--------         ------           -----          -----
ABC Co.             1             Jones           400
ABC Co.             1             Smith           180
XYZ Inc.            2             Jones           400
XYZ Inc.            2             Smith           180

Two-Phase Commit
When the gateway is configured as COMMIT-CONFIRM, it is always the commit 
point site when the Rdb database is updated by the transaction, regardless of the 
COMMIT_POINT_STRENGTH setting. The Oracle server commits the unit of work 
in the Rdb database after verifying that all Oracle databases in the transaction have 
successfully prepared the transaction. Only one gateway can participate in an 
Oracle two-phase commit transaction. For more information about the two-phase 
commit process, see the OracleVn Server Administrator’s Guide.

Because Rdb does not fully externalize its two-phase commit protocol in its 
embedded SQL interface, a table must be created in the Rdb database to protect the 
Rdb portion of a transaction from the Oracle two-phase commit protocol. This table 
is called GTW_COMM_TRANS and consists of one column, TRAN_ID, defined as 
datatype VARCHAR(65).

GTW_COMM_TRANS is automatically created during installation only in the Rdb 
database specified during installation. You must create this table in any other Rdb 
database you want to access. When you need to create the table, issue these 
commands from the OpenVMS command line:
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$> SET DEF ORA_TG4RDB
$> DEFINE/NOLOG GTW_RDB_DATABASE pathname
$> RUN CREATE_2PC_TAB 

where pathname  is the full pathname, including file name, for the Rdb database.

If the gateway cannot access GTW_COMM_TRANS, this error occurs:

GTW-3201: Error acessing commit/confirm table in Rdb

Possible reasons for not being able to access the table are:

■ the table does not exist

■ the table is locked by another user

■ the table’s column definition was changed

If you receive the GTW-3201 error during a distributed update transaction, the 
transaction might be in an inconsistent state which means that the transaction could 
be rolled back at one site and committed at another site.

Savepoints
There can only be one gateway configured as COMMIT-CONFIRM participating in 
a distributed update transaction. Also, the gateway does not support savepoints. If 
a distributed update transaction is under way involving the gateway and a user 
attempts to create a savepoint, this error occurs:

ORA-02070: database dblink  does not support savepoint in this 
context

Copying Data from Oracle to Rdb
The Oracle SQL INSERT statement:

INSERT INTO table_name  SELECT column_list  FROM table_name

is not supported for copying data from Oracle to Rdb. For example, this statement:

SQL> INSERT INTO RDB_TABLE SELECT * FROM MY_LOCAL_TABLE

Note: The information in this table is vital to the recovery process 
and must not be altered. This table must be created and must not be 
used, accessed, or updated other than by the gateway.
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returns the error message:

ORA-02025: All tables in the SQL statement must be at the remote 
database

Use the SQL*Plus COPY command to copy data from your local database to the 
Rdb database. The syntax is:

COPY FROM username/password @db_name
INSERT destination_table  USING query

This example selects all rows from the local Oracle EMP table, inserts them into the 
emp table on the Rdb database, and commits the transaction:

SQL> COPY FROM SCOTT/TIGER@ORACLE7 -

>  2   INSERT SCOTT.EMP@RDB -

>  3   USING SELECT * FROM EMP

The COPY command supports APPEND, CREATE, INSERT, and REPLACE options. 
However, INSERT is the only option supported when copying to the Rdb database. 
The COPY command does not support copying into lowercase table names. Use this 
PL/SQL syntax with lowercase table names:

DECLARE
  v1  oracle_table.column1 %TYPE;
  v2  oracle_table.column2 %TYPE;
  v3  oracle_table.column3 %TYPE;
        .
        .
        .
  CURSOR cursor_name  IS SELECT * FROM oracle_table ;
BEGIN
  OPEN cursor_name ;
     LOOP
       FETCH cursor_name  INTO v1 , v2 , v3 , ... ;
       EXIT WHEN cursor_name %NOTFOUND;
         INSERT INTO destination_table  VALUES ( v1 , v2 , v3 , ...);
     END LOOP;

  CLOSE cursor_name ;
END;

For more information about the COPY command, see the SQL*Plus User’s Guide and 
Reference.
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Copying Data from Rdb to Oracle
The CREATE TABLE command lets you to copy data from the Rdb database to the 
Oracle server. To create a table on your local database and insert rows from an Rdb 
table, use the syntax:

CREATE TABLE table_name  AS query

The following example creates the table EMP in your local Oracle database and 
inserts the rows from the EMP table of the Rdb database:

SQL> CREATE TABLE EMP AS SELECT * FROM SCOTT.EMP@RDB

Alternatively, you can use the SQL*Plus COPY command to copy data from the Rdb 
database to the Oracle server. For more information about the COPY command, 
refer to the SQL*Plus User’s Guide and Reference.

ROWID Support
The gateway supports the Oracle server ROWID feature by mapping it onto the 
DBKEY feature of Rdb. See the Oracle server and Rdb documentation for more 
information about ROWID and DBKEY. See the Oracle Open Gateways Guide for 
SQL-Based and Procedural Gateways for more information.

The ROWID keyword can be used at many different positions in a SQL statement. 
This table shows the ROWID references that are supported by the Oracle server, 
Rdb, and the gateway:

Operation Oracle Server Rdb Gateway

DELETE ... WHERE ROWID = literal;

(Table or view of one table.)

Yes No Yes

DELETE ... WHERE ROWID = literal;

(View of multiple tables.)

Yes No Yes

DELETE ... WHERE ROWID = literal;

(View of multiple tables.)

No No No

DELETE ... WHERE ROWID = bind_value;

(Table or view of one table.)

Yes Yes Yes

SELECT ROWID FROM table; Yes Yes Yes
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The resulting ROWID of an entry in an Rdb table is a hexadecimal string of 16 
bytes. To create the ROWID of a row in a view of multiple tables, Rdb concatenates 
the ROWIDs of the underlying tables. The length of a ROWID of a view is n*16 
bytes long, where n is the number of tables referenced in the view.

SELECT ROWID FROM view;

(View of one table.)

Yes Yes Yes

SELECT ROWID FROM view;

(View of multiple tables.)

No Yes Yes

SELECT ... WHERE ROWID = literal;

(Table or view of one table.)

Yes No Yes

SELECT ... WHERE ROWID = literal;

(Table or view of multiple tables.)

No No Yes

SELECT ... WHERE ROWID = bind_value;

(Table or view of one table.)

Yes Yes Yes

SELECT ... WHERE ROWID = bind_value;

(Table or view of multiple tables.)

No Yes Yes

UPDATE ... WHERE ROWID = literal;

(Table or view of one table.)

Yes No Yes

UPDATE ... WHERE ROWID = literal;

(View of multiple tables.)

No No No

UPDATE ... WHERE ROWID = bind_value;

(Table or view of one table.)

Yes Yes Yes

UPDATE ... WHERE ROWID = bind_value;

(View of multiple tables.)

No No No

Operation Oracle Server Rdb Gateway
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Examples

Selecting a ROWID From a Table 
This SQL statement selects ROWIDs from a table:

SQL> SELECT ROWID, DEPTNO, DNAME FROM GTW_DEPT@RDB;

The result is:

ROWID            DEPTNO DNAME
---------------- ------ ----------
0000B20100002700 10     ACCOUNTING
0100B20100002700 20     RESEARCH
0200B20100002700 30     SALES
0300B20100002700 40     OPERATIONS

Selecting a ROWID From a View
The following SQL statement shows how ROWIDs are concatenated when a view 
references multiple tables. GTW_EMP_DEPT is an Rdb view that references the tables 
GTW_EMP and GTW_DEPT.

SQL> SELECT ROWID, ENAME, DNAME FROM GTW_EMP_DEPT@RDB;

The result is:

ROWID                             ENAME            DNAME
--------------------------------- ---------------- ----------
0600AF01000026000000B20100002700  CLARK            ACCOUNTING
0800AF01000026000000B20100002700  KING             ACCOUNTING
0D00AF01000026000000B20100002700  MILLER           ACCOUNTING
0000AF01000026000000B20100002700  SMITH            RESEARCH
0300AF01000026000000B20100002700  JONES            RESEARCH
            .                       .                   .
            .                       .                   .
            .                       .                   .

Note: The view must be an Rdb view when using ROWID with a 
view that references multiple tables.
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Deleting a Row With a ROWID and Bind Value
ROWIDs are typically used for fast access. The ROWID, of course, must already be 
known, so the first part of the PL/SQL block in the this example is shown for 
demonstration purposes. The example shows how a ROWID is selected into a bind 
value, then used to delete the row or rows matching the bind value:

SQL> DECLARE
  2    VAL VARCHAR2(16);
  3  BEGIN
  4    SELECT ROWID INTO VAL FROM GTW_DEPT@RDB
  5       WHERE DEPTNO = 30;
  6    DELETE FROM GTW_DEPT@RDB WHERE ROWID = VAL;
  7  END;
  7  /

PL/SQL procedure sucessfully completed.

The result shows that the row for department 30, Sales, was deleted:   

    DEPTNO DNAME          LOC
---------- -------------- ---------
        10 ACCOUNTING     NEW YORK
        20 RESEARCH       DALLAS
        40 OPERATIONS     BOSTON

Deleting a Row With a ROWID Literal

This example shows a DELETE statement using a literal ROWID value to remove 
department 40:

SQL> DELETE FROM GTW_DEPT@RDB
  2    WHERE ROWID = ’0300B20100002700’;

The result shows that the row for department 40, Operations, was deleted:   

    DEPTNO DNAME          LOC
---------- -------------- ---------
        10 ACCOUNTING     NEW YORK
        20 RESEARCH       DALLAS
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Using a Multi-Schema Rdb Database
In the Oracle server environment each user is provided with their own schema. 
Each schema contains objects such as tables and views. These objects are referenced 
in two ways:

■ schema_name.object_name

■ object_name

For example, SCOTT.DEPT or DEPT.

Rdb provides two methods to create a database: single-schema or multi-schema. A 
multi-schema Rdb database has catalogs, each catalog has one or more schemas, 
and each schema has zero or more objects. These objects are referenced in three 
ways:

■ catalog_name.schema_name.object_name

■ schema_name.object_name

■ object_name

For example, DEMO_CAT.SCOTT.DEPT, SCOTT.DEPT, or DEPT.

If the Rdb database is single-schema, objects can only be referenced using the object 
name. The gateway cannot determine whether an Rdb database is a single-schema 
or multi-schema database. It also cannot support catalog names. Because of this the 
gateway must attach to the Rdb database in single-schema mode which means that 
objects in the Rdb database only consist of object names. 

One of the characteristics of having multiple schemas is that object names must be 
unique within a schema but not necessarily across schemas. For example, the table 
DEPT can exist in schema SCOTT and in schema DEMO. An Rdb database uniquely 
identifies an object across schemas by having internal and external object names. 
Each SQL (internal) name has an accompanying Rdb (external) name. Usually the 
external name is the same as the internal name, but if two or more objects share the 
same name, the external object name is the internal object name plus a number to 
insure uniqueness. For example, a table named DEPT has these names:

Internal Name External Name

SCOTT.DEPT DEPT

DEMO.DEPT DEPT1

PRIVATE.DEPT DEPT2
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The gateway attaches to the Rdb database assuming that it is in single-schema 
mode. Any schema information in a SQL statement originating at the Oracle server 
is removed by the gateway. For example:

SELECT * FROM SCOTT.DEPT;

is changed to:

SELECT * FROM DEPT;

This behavior by the gateway causes a problem when referencing objects duplicated 
across schemas in a multi-schema Rdb database. To solve the problem, SQL 
statements originating at the Oracle server must reference Rdb objects by their 
external name to prevent naming conflicts. Issue the following SQL statement to 
determine the unique external object name for each object for which duplicate 
names exist in Rdb schemas:

SELECT RDBVMS$CATALOG_SCHEMA_NAME "SCHEMA_NAME",
       RDBVMS$STORED_NAME "TABLE_NAME",
  FROM RDBVMS$CATALOG_SCHEMA@RDB RDBVMS$SYNONYMS@RDB
 WHERE RDBVMS$USER_VISIBLE_NAME=’OBJECT_NAME’
   AND RDBVMS$CATALOG_SCHEMA_ID=RDBVMS$SCHEMA_ID;

where OBJECT_NAME is the duplicated object name in multiple schemas and the 
name must be entered in uppercase letters. The first column of the output shows the 
schema names that contain OBJECT_NAME and the second column shows the 
external name of OBJECT_NAME. In the following example, the external names for 
DEPT are requested:

SQL> SELECT RDBVMS$CATALOG_SCHEMA_NAME "SCHEMA_NAME",
  2         RDBVMS$STORED_NAME "TABLE_NAME",
  3    FROM RDBVMS$CATALOG_SCHEMA@RDB RDBVMS$SYNONYMS@RDB
  4   WHERE RDBVMS$USER_VISIBLE_NAME=’DEPT’
  5     AND RDBVMS$CATALOG_SCHEMA_ID=RDBVMS$SCHEMA_ID;

which results in:

SCHEMA_NAME      TABLE_NAME
---------------- ----------
PRIVATE          DEPT2
DEMO             DEPT1
SCOTT            DEPT

If the SELECT statement to determine an external name is issued against a 
single-schema Rdb database, this error occurs:

ORA-00942: table or view does not exist.
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Constraint Handling
Rdb constraints, database structures which limit column values, are evaluated at 
commit time. Oracle evaluates constraints as soon as a statement is executed. For 
example, the DEPT table in an Rdb database can have the constraint that the 
DEPTNO column cannot contain null values; you use Rdb interactive SQL to issue 
the statement:

SQL> INSERT INTO DEPT VALUES (NULL, ’TEST’, ’TEST’);

The row is inserted and Rdb would not return an error. The constraint is not 
evaluated until the transaction was committed, at which time you see something 
like this:

SQL> COMMIT;
%RDB-E-INTEG_FAIL, violation of constraint DEPT_DEPTNO_NOT_NULL
caused operation to fail

The gateway uses the Rdb option CONSTRAINT_MODE=IMMEDIATE to cause 
Rdb constraints to be evaluated as soon as the statement is executed. Using the 
same INSERT example, the result immediately shows as:

SQL> INSERT INTO DEPT VALUES (NULL, ’TEST’, ’TEST’);
     INSERT INTO DEPT VALUES (NULL, ’TEST’, ’TEST’);
     *
ERROR at line 1: ORA-09112: Target system check constraint violated.
   ORA-02063: preceding line from RDB_NEW

Tracing SQL Statements
SQL statements issued through the gateway can be changed before reaching the 
Rdb database. These changes are to make the format acceptable to the gateway or to 
make Oracle SQL compatible with Rdb SQL. The Oracle server and the gateway can 
change the statements depending on the situation.

If you need to assess whether the gateway altered the statement correctly or 
whether the statement could be rewritten to improve performance, use tracing to 
see the changes made to a SQL statement by the Oracle server or the gateway.

Tracing is turned on with the GTW_TRACE_INFO logical name in the gateway 
startup script:

DEFINE GTW_TRACE_INFO 1

Setting GTW_TRACE_INFO to 0 or excluding it from the startup script, turns off 
SQL tracing. Use tracing only while testing and debugging your application. Do not 
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enable SQL tracing when the application is running in a production environment 
because SQL tracing reduces gateway performance. 

When SQL tracing is on, a log file is created to collect this information:

■ the SQL statement as it was received by the gateway from the Oracle server 

■ the SQL statement as it was sent to the Rdb database 

■ user information: username, user program, terminal ID, and process ID

Here is an example of a SQL trace file entry:

>> SQL statement sent to Rdb:
>>     DELETE FROM GTW_EMP A1 WHERE A1.DBKEY=? OR A1.DEPTNO=
>>     (SELECT A2.DEPTNO FROM GTW_DEPT A2 WHERE A2.DNAME=?)

The gateway log file is always written to the directory identified by logical name 
ORA_TR4RDB_LOG in the startup file. By default, ORA_TR4RDB_LOG is defined 
as ora_root:[tg4rdb:log]. If the name of the log file is not specified in the gateway 
initialization file with the LOG_DESTINATION parameter, the gateway creates a 
file named: 

gatewaysid_number .LOG

where:

For example, a log file name could be tg4rdb1_3875.log. Because each gateway 
session creates a new log file, you can find your log files by searching for your 
Oracle username in the log file.

Error Messages
Error messages common to all gateway products are documented in the Oracle Open 
Gateways Guide for SQL-Based and Procedural Gateways.

Message and Error Code Processing
The gateway architecture includes a number of separate components. Any of these 
components can detect and report an error condition while processing a SQL 
statement that refers to one or more Rdb database tables. An error condition can be 

gatewaysid is the SID of the gateway. This value is specified by 
GATEWAY_SID in the gateway startup script.

number is the process identifier (PID) of the gateway process.
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complex, involving error codes and supporting data from multiple components. In 
all cases, the application receives a single Oracle error code upon which to act.

Error conditions are represented in two ways:

■ mapped to an Oracle error code

When possible, an error code from the Rdb database is converted to the Oracle 
error code associated with the same logical condition.

Error code mapping is provided to support application designs that test for and 
act upon specific error conditions. The set of mapped errors is limited to those 
associated with conditions that are common to most relational databases. 

■ messages from the gateway

Most gateway error conditions are reported to the application using one of the 
gateway error codes in the range of ORA-9100 through ORA-9199. These 
messages are less closely linked to Rdb database conditions. The message 
format is explained under “Interpreting Gateway Message Formats” on page 
5-21.

Interpreting Gateway Message Formats
Error codes are generally accompanied by additional message text, beyond the text 
associated with the Oracle message number. The additional text includes details 
about the error. 

Gateway messages have this format:

ORA-nnnn:error_message_text
gateway_message_line

ORA-2063: preceding n lines from dblink  

where:

nnnn is an Oracle error number.

If nnnn  is between 9100 and 9199, the message is 
from the gateway. If it is not in this range, it is a 
mapped error message.

error_message_text are additional messages generated by the Gateway. 
See “Diagnosing Errors Detected by the Oracle 
Server” on page 5-22.
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Most gateway messages exceed the 70 character message area in the Oracle SQLCA. 
Use SQLGLM or OERHMS in the programmatic and Oracle Call Interfaces you use 
with the gateway to view the entire message. Refer to the Programmer’s Guide to the 
Oracle Precompilers for additional information about SQLGLM, and the Programmer’s 
Guide to the Oracle7 Server Call Interface for additional information about OERHMS.

Diagnosing Errors Detected by the Oracle Server
If an error is detected by the Oracle server, the gateway message lines do not occur. 
For example, if the gateway cannot be accessed because of a SQL*Net or gateway 
installation problem, the gateway message line is not present in the generated error. 

Another example of error messages without gateway message lines occurs when an 
INSERT statement attempts to insert data into a table, but does not include values 
for all of the columns in the table. This SQL statement causes an error message:

SQL> INSERT INTO EMP@RDB VALUES(9999);

ERROR at line 1:
ORA-00947: NOT ENOUGH VALUES

The ORA-00947 message is not accompanied by gateway message lines because the 
error is detected by the Oracle server. The Oracle server obtains a description of the 
Rdb table before sending the INSERT statement to the gateway for processing. This 
allows the Oracle server to detect when the INSERT statement is invalid.

Gateway Message Output
The gateway produces four kinds of output:

■ log information

This is a variety of messages issued during the normal operation of the gateway 
that is written to the file specified by the LOG_DESTINATION parameter. The 
extension of this file name is .log. For more information, see the Oracle Open 
Gateways Guide for SQL-Based and Procedural Gateways.

gateway_message_line is the text of the message associated with the error. 
See “Gateway Error Messages” on page 5-23.

n is the total number of gateway message lines.

dblink is the name of the database link used to access the 
gateway.
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■ gateway output 

After the initialization of the network task, the gateway begins execution and 
writes its normal operation output to SYS$OUTPUT, which is usually assigned 
to the network log file. The actual name and location of the output file can be 
reassigned in the gateway startup file. The extension of this file name is .out.

■ gateway error output

If the gateway stops because of an error condition, the cause of the error is 
written to SYS$ERROR, which is usually assigned to the network log file. the 
actual name and location of the error file can be reassigned in the gateway 
startup file. The extension of this file name is .err.

■ SQL tracing information

This information is only written when SQL tracing is turned on. See “Tracing 
SQL Statements” on page 5-19 for more information.

Gateway Error Messages
GTW-3201 Error accessing commit/confirm table in Rdb database

Cause:  The GTW_COMM_TRANS table does not exist, has incorrect access 
privileges, is currently locked, or does not contain any entries when attempting 
to perform a delete operation.

Action:  As necessary, create the table, provide the correct access privileges, or 
release all locks on the table. See “Creating the GTW_COMM_TRANS Table” on 
page 4-9 for more information.

GTW-3202 Attempt to access a column with unsupported length 31
Cause:  Rdb supports identifier lengths up to 31 characters. The maximum 
length permitted by Oracle is 30.

Action:  Rename the column using a name of 30 characters or less, or create a 
view in the Rdb database that exactly matches the table but uses shorter column 
names.

GTW-3203 Invalid ROWID reference on Rdb database 
Cause:  Rdb refers to ROWID only on the right-hand side of an assignment or 
for these operators: =, !=, <>, IN.

Action:  Do not use operators other than =, !=, <>, or IN in your ROWID 
comparison.
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                                                            Case S
6

Case Studies

The case studies demonstrate some of the features of the gateway. You can verify 
that the gateway is installed and operating correctly by using the demonstration 
files included on the distribution CD-ROM. Refer to these topics:

■ Case Descriptions

■ Demonstration Files

■ Demonstration Requirements

■ Creating Demonstration Tables and Stored Procedures

■ Case 1: Simple Queries

■ Case 2: A More Complex Query

■ Case 3: Joining Rdb Tables

■ Case 4: Write Capabilities

■ Case 5: Data Dictionary Query

■ Case 6: The Pass-Through Feature

■ Case 7: Executing Stored Procedures

See Chapter 4, “Configuring the Gateway” for information about installing the 
demonstration tables for the case studies.
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Case Descriptions
The cases illustrate: 

■ a simple query (Case 1)

■ a more complex query (Case 2)

■ joining Rdb tables (Case 3)

■ write capabilities (Case 4)

■ a data dictionary query (Case 5)

■ the pass-through feature (Case 6) 

■ executing a stored procedure (Case 7)

The distribution CD-ROM contains the files needed for these cases: 

■ the demonstration files 

■ SQL command files

■ an executable file, create_demo_tabs, to create the demonstration tables in the 
Rdb database

Demonstration Files
After a successful gateway installation, use the demonstration files stored in the 
directory ora_tg4rdb_demo. The directory contains these demonstration files:

Demonstration Requirements
The cases assume these requirements have been met: 

■ the gateway is installed on a public basis

■ the gateway demonstration tables are installed in the Rdb database

■ the Oracle server has an account named SCOTT with a password of TIGER

case1.sql case2.sql case3.sql

case4a.sql case4b.sql case4c.sql

case5.sql case6.sql case7.sql
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■ the Oracle server has a public or private database link called rdb which starts 
the gateway and connects to the Rdb database in which the demonstration 
tables are created.

For example, you can create the database link as:

SQL> CREATE DATABASE LINK RDB USING ’RDB_70’; 

■ SQL*Net Version 2 is configured correctly and running.

Creating Demonstration Tables and Stored Procedures
The case studies are based on the GTW_EMP, GTW_DEPT, and GTW_SALGRADE 
tables and the GTW_EMP_DEPT view. If the demonstration tables have not been 
created in the Rdb database, use create_demo_tabs to build the tables. At the 
OpenVMS command line, enter:

$> SET DEF ORA_TG4RDB
$> DEFINE GTW_RDB_DATABASE rdb_database
$> RUN CREATE_DEMO_TABS

where rdb_database  is the full pathname and database name of the Rdb 
database.

The equivalent Rdb commands to create the tables and the view are:

SQL> CREATE TABLE GTW_EMP (
CONT> EMPNO      SMALLINT NOT NULL NOT DEFFERABLE,
CONT> ENAME      VARCHAR(10), 
CONT> JOB        VARCHAR(9), 
CONT> MGR        SMALLINT,
CONT> HIREDATE   DATE VMS,
CONT> SAL        REAL,
CONT> COMM       REAL
CONT> DEPTNO     TINYINT); 

SQL> CREATE TABLE GTW_DEPT (
CONT> DEPTNO     TINYINT NOT NULL NOT DEFFERABLE,
CONT> DNAME      VARCHAR(14), 
CONT> LOC        VARCHAR(13)); 

SQL> CREATE TABLE GTW_SALGRADE (
CONT> GRADE      SMALLINT,
CONT> LOSAL      SMALLINT,
CONT> HISAL      SMALLINT); 
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SQL> CREATE VIEW GTW_EMP_DEPT AS 
CONT> SELECT ENAME, DNAME FROM GTW_EMP, GTW_DEPT
CONT> WHERE GTW_EMP.DEPTNO = GTW_DEPT.DEPTNO;

create_demo_tabs also creates the demonstration stored procedures in Rdb:

CREATE PROCEDURE INSERTDEPT (IN :DNO INTEGER, IN :DNME VARCHAR2(14),
                             IN :LOC VARCHAR(13));
BEGIN
         INSERT INTO GTW_DEPT VALUES (:DNO, :DNME, :LOC);
END;

CREATE PROCEDURE GETDEPT (OUT :DNME VARCHAR2(14), IN :DNO TINYINT);

BEGIN
         SELECT DNAME INTO :DNME FROM GTW_DEPT
         WHERE DEPTNO = :DNO;
END;

Demonstration Table Definitions
The table definitions are listed below using information retrieved by an Oracle 
DESCRIBE command executed within SQL*DBA or SQL*Plus. The datatypes under 
the "Type" column are Oracle datatypes.

GTW_EMP
Name                            Null?    Type 
------------------------------- -------- ---- 
EMPNO                           NOT NULL NUMBER(5) 
ENAME                                    VARCHAR2(10) 
JOB                                      VARCHAR2(9) 
MGR                                      NUMBER(5) 
HIREDATE                                 DATE 
SAL                                      FLOAT(24) 
COMM                                     FLOAT(24)
DEPTNO                                   NUMBER(3)

Note: There is no one-to-one mapping of Rdb datatypes to Oracle 
datatypes. For example, Rdb datatypes SMALLINT and TINYINT 
are mapped to the Oracle datatype NUMBER.
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GTW_DEPT
Name                            Null?    Type 
------------------------------- -------- ---- 
DEPTNO                          NOT NULL NUMBER(3) 
DNAME                                    VARCHAR2(14) 
LOC                                      VARCHAR2(13) 

GTW_SALGRADE
Name                            Null?    Type 
------------------------------- -------- ---- 
GRADE                                    NUMBER(5) 
LOSAL                                    NUMBER(5) 
HISAL                                    NUMBER(5) 

GTW_EMP_DEPT
Name                            Null?    Type 
------------------------------- -------- ---- 
ENAME                                    VARCHAR2(10) 
DNAME                                    VARCHAR2(14) 

Demonstration Table Contents
The contents of the Rdb tables are: 

GTW_EMP
EMPNO ENAME   JOB         MGR   HIREDATE   SAL   COMM   DEPTNO
----- -----   ---         ---   --------   ---   ----   ------
7369  SMITH   CLERK       7902  17-DEC-80   800             20 
7499  ALLEN   SALESMAN    7698  20-FEB-81  1600   300       30 
7521  WARD    SALESMAN    7698  22-FEB-81  1250   500       30 
7566  JONES   MANAGER     7839  02-APR-81  2975             20 
7654  MARTIN  SALESMAN    7698  28-SEP-81  1250  1400       30 
7698  BLAKE   MANAGER     7839  01-MAY-81  2850             30 
7782  CLARK   MANAGER     7839  09-JUN-81  2450             10 
7788  SCOTT   ANALYST     7566  19-JAN-94  3000             20 
7839  KING    PRESIDENT         17-NOV-81  5000             10 
7844  TURNER  SALESMAN    7698  08-SEP-81  1500     0       30 
7876  ADAMS   CLERK       7788  22-FEB-94  1100             20 
7900  JAMES   CLERK       7698  03-DEC-81   950             30 
7902  FORD    ANALYST     7566  03-DEC-81  3000             20 
7934  MILLER  CLERK       7782  23-JAN-82  1300             10
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GTW_DEPT
DEPTNO DNAME          LOC 
------ -------------- -------
    10 ACCOUNTING     NEW YORK 
    20 RESEARCH       DALLAS 
    30 SALES          CHICAGO 
    40 OPERATIONS     BOSTON 

GTW_SALGRADE
GRADE      LOSAL      HISAL 
------     ------     ----- 
     1          0       999 
     2       1000      1999 
     3       2000      3499 
     4       3500      4999 
     5       5000      7499 
     6       7500     10000 

GTW_EMP_DEPT
ENAME      DNAME          
---------- -------------- 
CLARK      ACCOUNTING     
KING       ACCOUNTING        
MILLER     ACCOUNTING           
SMITH      RESEARCH    
JONES      RESEARCH
SCOTT      RESEARCH    
ADAMS      RESEARCH
FORD       RESEARCH
ALLEN      SALES
WARD       SALES
MARTIN     SALES
BLAKE      SALES
TURNER     SALES
JAMES      SALES

Case 1: Simple Queries
Case 1 demonstrates: 

■ a simple query 

■ a simple query retrieving full date information 
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The first query retrieves all the data from GTW_DEPT and confirms the gateway is 
working correctly. The second query retrieves all the data from GTW_EMP. 

To run this case, enter: 

$> SQLPLUS SCOTT/TIGER 
SQL> @CASE1

Case 1 executes two SQL statements. The first statement is: 

SELECT * FROM GTW_DEPT@RDB; 

which results in: 

    DEPTNO DNAME          LOC 
---------- -------------- ------------- 
        10 ACCOUNTING     NEW YORK 
        20 RESEARCH       DALLAS 
        30 SALES          CHICAGO 
        40 OPERATIONS     BOSTON 

The next statement is: 

SELECT ENAME, HIREDATE FROM GTW_EMP@RDB; 

which results in: 

ENAME      HIREDATE 
---------- ---------- 
SMITH      17-Dec-80 
ALLEN      20-Feb-81 
WARD       22-Feb-81 
JONES      02-Apr-81 
MARTIN     28-Sep-81 
BLAKE      01-May-81 
CLARK      09-Jun-81
SCOTT      19-Jan-94 
KING       17-Nov-81 
TURNER     08-Sep-81 
ADAMS      22-Feb-94
JAMES      03-Dec-81 
FORD       03-Dec-81  
MILLER     23-Jan-82 

14 rows selected.
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Case 2: A More Complex Query
Case 2 demonstrates: 

■ the functions SUM(expression) and NVL(expr1, expr2) in the SELECT list 

■ the GROUP BY and HAVING clauses 

This query retrieves the departments from GTW_EMP whose total monthly 
expenses are higher than $10,000.

To run this case, enter:

$> SQLPLUS SCOTT/TIGER 
SQL> @CASE2

which executes the SQL statement: 

SELECT SUM(SAL), SUM(COMM), SUM(SAL + NVL(COMM,0))   
 "TOTAL MONTHLY EXPENSES OF", DEPTNO "DEPARTMENT" 
 FROM GTW_EMP@RDB GROUP BY DEPTNO  
 HAVING SUM(SAL + NVL(COMM,0)) > 10000; 

which results in: 

  SUM(SAL)  SUM(COMM) TOTAL MONTHLY EXPENSES OF DEPARTMENT
----------  --------- ------------------------- ----------
     10875                                10875         20
      9400       2200                     11600         30

2 rows selected.

Case 3: Joining Rdb Tables 
Case 3 demonstrates: 

■ joins between Rdb tables 

■ subselects 

■ SQL tracing

This query retrieves information from three Rdb tables and relates the employees to 
their department name and salary grade, but only for those employees earning 
more than the average salary. 

To run this case, enter: 

$> SQLPLUS SCOTT/TIGER 
SQL> @CASE3
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which executes the SQL statement: 

SELECT ENAME, DNAME, GRADE 
FROM GTW_EMP@RDB A, GTW_DEPT@RDB B,
GTW_SALGRADE@RDB C 
WHERE A.DEPTNO = B.DEPTNO 
AND SAL >= LOSAL AND SAL <= HISAL 
AND SAL > (SELECT AVG(SAL) FROM GTW_EMP@RDB); 

which results in: 

ENAME      DNAME               GRADE 

---------- -------------- ---------- 
JONES      RESEARCH                3 
BLAKE      SALES                   3 
CLARK      ACCOUNTING              3 
SCOTT      RESEARCH                3 
KING       ACCOUNTING              5 
FORD       RESEARCH                3 

6 rows selected.

If tracing was on, the contents of the gateway log file would show the entire 
SELECT statement, including its subselect as it was passed to the Rdb database: 

Case 4: Write Capabilities
Case 4, which is split into three cases, demonstrates: 

■ the DELETE statement (Case 4a)

■ the UPDATE statement (Case 4b) 

■ the INSERT statement (Case 4c)

■ selecting by ROWID

■ the use of bind values 

■ the FOR UPDATE clause

■ subselects 
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DELETE Statement Using ROWID, Bind Values, and Subselect 
This case shows how ROWID is used for fast access by a DELETE statement. All 
employees in department 20 and one employee, WARD, in department 30 are 
deleted.

To run this case, enter: 

$> SQLPLUS SCOTT/TIGER 
SQL> @CASE4A

which executes this PL/SQL block: 

DECLARE                       
   RID        VARCHAR(16); 
   EMPLOYEE   VARCHAR(10); 
   DEPARTMENT VARCHAR(14); 
BEGIN 
   EMPLOYEE := ’WARD’; 
   DEPARTMENT := ’RESEARCH’; 
   SELECT ROWID INTO RID FROM GTW_EMP@RDB WHERE ENAME = EMPLOYEE; 
   DELETE FROM GTW_EMP@RDB WHERE ROWID = RID 
     OR DEPTNO = (SELECT DEPTNO FROM GTW_DEPT@RDB 
                  WHERE DNAME = DEPARTMENT); 
END; 

The results are: 

ENAME          DEPTNO 
---------- ---------- 
ALLEN              30 
MARTIN             30 
BLAKE              30 
CLARK              10 
KING               10 
TURNER             30 
JAMES              30 
MILLER             10 

8 rows selected.

WARD and all employees of the research department 20 were removed. Note the 
use of bind values and the subselect.
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To ensure the outcome is correct and that the table returns to its original state, the 
script also issues: 

SELECT ENAME, DEPTNO FROM GTW_EMP@RDB;
ROLLBACK;

If tracing was on, the contents of the log file would show the entire DELETE 
statement, including its subselect and bind values, as it was passed to the Rdb 
database:

UPDATE Statement
Case 4b provides an example of an UPDATE statement that is preceded by a 
SELECT statement with a FOR UPDATE clause. The FOR UPDATE is used to 
ensure that rows chosen by SELECT cannot be changed by other users until after 
the UPDATE statement completes. 

In this example, an employee is given a $100 per month salary increase, but only if 
no employee receives a raise of 15% or more because the company prohibits raises 
of 15% or higher. 

To run this case, enter:

$> SQLPLUS SCOTT/TIGER 
SQL> @CASE4B

This script issues these statements: 

SELECT ENAME, SAL "CURRENT SALARY", SAL+100 "SAL AFTER $100
INCREASE", 100/SAL*100 "% INCREASE"
FROM GTW_EMP@RDB FOR UPDATE OF SAL;
UPDATE GTW_EMP@RDB SET SAL = SAL + 100;
SELECT ENAME, SAL FROM GTW_EMP@RDB;
ROLLBACK;
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which results in:

ENAME      CURRENT SALARY SAL AFTER $100 INCREASE % INCREASE
---------- -------------- ----------------------- ----------
SMITH                 800                     900       12.5
ALLEN                1600                    1700       6.25
WARD                 1250                    1350          8
JONES                2975                    3075 3.36134481
MARTIN               1250                    1350          8
BLAKE                2850                    2950  3.5087719
CLARK                2450                    2550 4.08163261
SCOTT                3000                    3100 3.33333349
KING                 5000                    5100          2
TURNER               1500                    1600 6.66666698
ADAMS                1100                    1200   9.090909
JAMES                 950                    1050 10.5263157
FORD                 3000                    3100 3.33333349
MILLER               1300                    1400 7.69230795

14 rows selected.

The resulting salaries are:

ENAME             SAL
---------- ----------
SMITH             900
ALLEN            1700
WARD             1350
JONES            3075
MARTIN           1350
BLAKE            2950
CLARK            2550
SCOTT            3100
KING             5100
TURNER           1600
ADAMS            1200
JAMES            1050
FORD             3100
MILLER           1400

14 rows selected.
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INSERT Statement
Case 4c is an example of a simple insert statement that does not provide 
information for all columns. To run this case, enter:

$> SQLPLUS SCOTT/TIGER 
SQL> @CASE4C

The script adds SHIPPING as department 50 to GTW_DEPT by issuing:

INSERT INTO GTW_DEPT@RDB (DEPTNO, DNAME) VALUES (50, ’SHIPPING’);
SELECT * FROM GTW_DEPT@RDB;
ROLLBACK;

which results in:

1 row created.

DEPTNO DNAME          LOC
------ -------------- -------------
    10 ACCOUNTING     NEW YORK
    20 RESEARCH       DALLAS
    30 SALES          CHICAGO
    40 OPERATIONS     BOSTON
    50 SHIPPING

Rollback complete.

Case 5: Data Dictionary Query
Case 5 demonstrates data dictionary mapping and function translation. It retrieves 
all the tables and views that exist in the Rdb database that begin with "GTW". To 
run this case, enter:

$> SQLPLUS SCOTT/TIGER 
SQL> @CASE5

The script issues this statement:

SELECT * FROM USER_CATALOG@RDB 
   WHERE SUBSTR(TABLE_NAME,1,3) = ’GTW’;
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The results are:

TABLE_NAME                   TABLE
----------------------------------
GTW_COMM_TRANS               TABLE
GTW_DEPT                     TABLE
GTW_EMP                      TABLE
GTW_EMP_DEPT                  VIEW
GTW_SALGRADE                 TABLE

5 rows selected.

If tracing was on, the gateway log file would contain this information:

Case 6: The Pass-Through Feature
Case 6 demonstrates the gateway pass-through feature which allows an application 
to send commands or statements to an Rdb database. This case demonstrates:

■ the CREATE statement

■ the INSERT statement

■ the DROP statement

To run this case, enter:

$> SQLPLUS SCOTT/TIGER 
SQL> @CASE6

CREATE Statement
The first PL/SQL block creates a new table, GTW_NEW, in the Rdb database. This 
table is only used for Case 6:

BEGIN 
   GTW_SQL.GTWPASS@RDB(’CREATE TABLE GTW_NEW 
       (DEPTNO SMALLINT, DNAME VARCHAR(14), LOC 
        VARCHAR(13))’, ’RDB’);
END;
/
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INSERT Statement
The script passes an INSERT statement to the Rdb database to add one row of data 
to GTW_NEW. A second row is added with an Oracle SQL INSERT statement:

BEGIN 
   GTW_SQL.GTWPASS@RDB(’INSERT INTO GTW_NEW VALUES
        (10,’’ACCOUNTING’’, ’’NEW YORK’’)’, ’RDB’);
END;
/
COMMIT;
INSERT INTO GTW_NEW@RDB VALUES(20, ’RESEARCH’, ’DALLAS’);
SELECT * FROM GTW_NEW@RDB;
COMMIT;

which results in: 

DEPTNO DNAME          LOC 
------ -------------- ------------- 
    10 ACCOUNTING     NEW YORK 
    20 RESEARCH       DALLAS 

DROP Statement
The last PL/SQL block passes a DROP statement to remove GTW_NEW from the 
Rdb database:  

BEGIN
   GTW_SQL.GTWPASS@RDB(’DROP TABLE GTW_NEW’, ’RDB’); 
END;
/ 

Case 7: Executing Stored Procedures
Case 7 demonstrates the gateway procedure feature, which enables the application 
to execute the stored procedures defined in Rdb.

To run this case, enter:

$> SQLPLUS SCOTT/TIGER 
SQL> @CASE7

The first PL/SQL block declares the variables DNO, DNME, and LOC. It executes the 
stored procedure INSERTDEPT that is stored in the Rdb database. The stored 
procedure adds a new department name and location to the Rdb table GTW_DEPT:

DECLARE
   DNO NUMBER(3);
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   DNME VARCHAR2(14);
   LOC VARCHAR(13);
BEGIN
   DNO := 50;
   DNME := ’MARKETING’;
   LOC := ’DETROIT’;
   INSERTDEPT@RDB(DNO,DNME,LOC);
   COMMIT;
END;
/

The second PL/SQL block declares the variables DNME and DNO. It executes the 
stored procedure GETDEPT that is stored in the Rdb database. The stored procedure 
retrieves the department name from the Rdb table GTW_DEPT and displays it:

DECLARE
   DNME VARCHAR2(14);
   DNO NUMBER(3);
BEGIN
   DNAME := ’bla’;
   DNO := 40;
   DBMS_OUTPUT.PUT_LINE(’ PARAMETER #1 (OUTPUT) = ’||DNO);
   DBMS_OUTPUT.PUT_LINE(’ PARAMETER #2 (INPUT) = ’||DNME);
   GETDEPT@RDB(DNME,DNO);
   DBMS_OUTPUT.PUT_LINE(’RETURNED VALUE FROM GETDEPT = ’||DNME);
COMMIT;
END;
/
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Supported SQL Syntax and Functions

This appendix lists the SQL syntax and functions supported by the gateway:

■ Supported SQL Statements

■ Oracle Functions
tions A-1



 

Supported SQL Statements
With a few exceptions, the gateway provides full support for Oracle SELECT, 
DELETE, INSERT, and UPDATE statements. For detailed descriptions of keywords, 
parameters and options, see the Oracle7 Server SQL Reference.

DELETE
DELETE is fully supported as described in the Oracle7 Server SQL Reference. 
However, only Oracle functions supported by Rdb can be used. See “Functions 
Supported by Rdb” on page A-3.

INSERT
INSERT is fully supported as described in the Oracle7 Server SQL Reference. 
However, only Oracle functions supported by Rdb can be used. See “Functions 
Supported by Rdb” on page A-3.

SELECT
SELECT is fully supported as described in the Oracle7 Server SQL Reference, with 
these exceptions:

■ CONNECT BY condition

■ NOWAIT

■ snapshot

■ START WITH condition

UPDATE
UPDATE is fully supported as described in the Oracle7 Server SQL Reference except 
for SET column = (subquery).
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Oracle Functions
All functions are evaluated by the Rdb database after the gateway has converted 
them to their Rdb equivalents. 

Functions Supported by Rdb
The gateway translates these Oracle functions in SQL statements to their equivalent 
Rdb functions:

■ ADD_MONTHS(date, number) 

■ AVG(number) 

■ AVG(DISTINCT expression)

■ LENGTH(char)

■ LENGTHB(char) 

■ LOWER(char) 

■ MAX(expression) 

■ MAX(DISTINCT expression) 

■ MIN(expression) 

■ MIN(DISTINCT expression) 

■ SYSDATE 

■ SUBSTRB(char, from) 

■ SUBSTRB(char, from, for) 

■ SUBSTR(char, from) 

■ SUBSTR(char, from, for) 

■ SUM(number)

■ SUM(DISTINCT expression) 

■ TO_CHAR(number)

■ TO_DATE(date)

■ TO_DATE(date,format)

■ TO_NUMBER(char)

■ UPPER(char) 
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In some cases, only one form of a function is supported by the gateway. For 
example, the gateway supports TO_NUMBER(char), but not TO_NUMBER(char, 
format) or TO_NUMBER(char, format, ’nlsparams’)

When a date value is used, the date must be in a DATE VMS format as described 
under “DATE and TIMESTAMP Datatypes” on page 5-5. The only exception is the 
TO_DATE function inclusive of a format specifier where the date value must be in 
the TIMESTAMP format.

Functions Not Supported by Rdb
Oracle SQL functions that have no equivalent function in Rdb are not supported in 
DELETE, INSERT, or UPDATE statements. The Oracle server evaluates SELECT 
statements sent to the gateway by post-processing them. If an unsupported function 
is used in a DELETE, INSERT, or UPDATE, statement, an Oracle error occurs:

ORA-02070: database dblink  does not support function  in this context

Note: The Oracle server treats SELECT statements that contain a 
FOR UPDATE clause as UPDATE statements; it cannot perform 
post-processing of those statements.
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                                                            The Data Dicti
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The Data Dictionary

The gateway translates a query that refers to an Oracle data dictionary table into a 
query that retrieves the data from a Rdb data dictionary. You perform queries on 
data dictionary tables over the database link in the same way you query data 
dictionary tables in Oracle. The gateway data dictionary is similar to the Oracle data 
dictionary in appearance and use. 

Refer to these topics:

■ Data Dictionary Support

■ Gateway Data Dictionary Descriptions
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Data Dictionary Support
Rdb data dictionary information is stored in the Rdb database as Rdb system tables. 
All Rdb system tables have names prefaced with "RDB$" or "RDBVMS$"; they 
define the structure of a database. When you change data definitions, the Rdb SQL 
server reads and modifies the Rdb system tables to add information about the user 
tables.

Accessing the Gateway Data Dictionary
To access a gateway data dictionary table or view, issue a SQL SELECT statement 
specifying a database link, exactly as you would to access a data dictionary on an 
Oracle database. Oracle data dictionary view and column names are used to access 
the gateway data dictionary. Synonyms of supported views are also acceptable. For 
example, this statement queries the data dictionary table ALL_TABLES to retrieve 
all table names in the Rdb database: 

SQL> SELECT * FROM ALL_TABLES@RDB;

When a data dictionary access query is issued, the gateway: 

1. Maps the requested table, view, or synonym to one or more Rdb system table 
names. The gateway translates all data dictionary column names to their 
corresponding Rdb column names within the query. 

If the mapping involves one Rdb system table, the gateway translates the 
requested table name to its corresponding Rdb system table name within the 
query. 

If the mapping involves multiple Rdb system tables, the gateway constructs a 
join or UNION in the query using the translated Rdb system table names. 

2. Sends the translated query to Rdb. 

3. Might convert the retrieved Rdb data to give it the appearance of the Oracle 
data dictionary table.

4. Passes the data dictionary information from the translated Rdb system table to 
the Oracle server.

Note: The values returned when querying the gateway data 
dictionary might not be the same as the ones returned by the 
SQL*Plus or Oracle Enterprise Manager DESCRIBE command.
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Direct Queries to Rdb Tables
Queries issued directly to individual Rdb system tables are allowed but they return 
different results because Rdb system table column names differ from those of the 
data dictionary view. Also, certain columns in a Rdb system table cannot be used in 
data dictionary processing. 

Object Name Limitations
Rdb allows object names (table, view, column, index, constraint names) to be 31 
characters long. The SQL interface allows only 30 characters. Referencing an object 
name of 31 characters results in an error condition. See “Column Names” on page 
1-7 for more information.

Table Owner
Rdb does not support the "owner" concept at the SQL level. All tables are displayed 
in the gateway data dictionary as having the owner "RDB". Selecting a table owned 
by a specific user is not possible.

Supported Views and Tables
The gateway supports these views and tables:

View or Table Name Synonym Name

ALL_CATALOG

ALL_COL_COMMENTS

ALL_CONSTRAINTS

ALL_CONS_COLUMNS

ALL_INDEXES

ALL_IND_COLUMNS

ALL_OBJECTS

ALL_TABLES

ALL_TAB_COLUMNS

ALL_TRIGGERS

ALL_VIEWS

DBA_CATALOG
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No other Oracle data dictionary tables or views are supported by the gateway. If 
you use a view not on the list, you receive the Oracle error code for no more rows 
available.

Data Dictionary Mapping
The following table list Oracle data dictionary view names and the equivalent Rdb 
system table names. A plus sign (+) indicates that a join or UNION operation is 
involved. 

DBA_COL_COMMENTS

DBA_OBJECTS

DBA_TABLES

DBA_TAB_COLUMNS

USER_CATALOG CAT

USER_COL_COMMENTS

USER_CONSTRAINTS

USER_CONS_COLUMNS

USER_INDEXES IND

USER_IND_COLUMNS

USER_OBJECTS OBJ

USER_TABLES TABS

USER_TAB_COLUMNS COLS

USER_TRIGGERS

USER_VIEWS

View or Table Name Rdb System Table Name

ALL_CATALOG RDB$RELATIONS

ALL_COL_COMMENTS RDB$RELATIONS + RDB$RELATION_FIELDS

ALL_CONSTRAINTS RDBVMS$RELATION_CONSTRAINTS

View or Table Name Synonym Name
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ALL_CONS_COLUMNS RDBVMS$RELATION_CONSTRAINTS + 
RDBVMS$RELATION_CONSTRAINTS_FLDS

ALL_INDEXES RDB$RELATIONS + RDB$INDICES

ALL_IND_COLUMNS RDB$INDICES + RDB$INDEX_SEGMENTS

ALL_OBJECTS RDB$RELATIONS

ALL_TABLES RDB$RELATIONS

ALL_TAB_COLUMNS RDB$FIELDS + RDB$RELATION_FIELDS

ALL_TRIGGERS RDBVMS$TRIGGERS

ALL_VIEWS RDB$VIEW_RELATIONS

DBA_CATALOG RDB$RELATIONS

DBA_COL_COMMENTS RDB$RELATIONS + RDB$RELATION_FIELDS

DBA_OBJECTS RDB$RELATIONS

DBA_TABLES RDB$RELATIONS

DBA_TAB_COLUMNS RDB$FIELDS + RDB$RELATION_FIELDS

USER_CATALOG RDB$RELATIONS

USER_COL_COMMENTS RDB$RELATIONS + RDB$RELATION_FIELDS

USER_CONSTRAINTS RDB$RELATIONS + 
RDBVMS$RELATION_CONSTRAINTS 

USER_CONS_COLUMNS RDB$RELATIONS + 
RDBVMS$RELATION_CONSTRAINTS + 
RDBVMS$RELATION_CONSTRAINTS_FLDS

USER_INDEXES RDB$RELATIONS + RDB$INDICES

USER_IND_COLUMNS RDB$RELATIONS + RDB$INDICES + 
RDB$INDEX_SEGMENTS

USER_OBJECTS RDB$RELATIONS

USER_TABLES RDB$RELATIONS

USER_TAB_COLUMNS RDB$FIELDS + RDB$RELATION_FIELDS

USER_TRIGGERS RDB$RELATIONS + RDBVMS$TRIGGERS

USER_VIEWS RDB$VIEW_RELATIONS

View or Table Name Rdb System Table Name
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Default Column Values
There is a minor difference between the gateway data dictionary and a typical 
Oracle data dictionary. Oracle columns that are missing in a Rdb data dictionary 
table are filled with zeros, spaces, null values, or default values, depending on the 
column type.

Gateway Data Dictionary Descriptions
The gateway data dictionary tables and views provide this information:

■ name, datatype, and width of each column

■ the contents of columns with fixed values

They are described here with information retrieved by an Oracle Enterprise 
Manager DESCRIBE command. The values in the "Null?" column might differ from 
the Oracle data dictionary tables and views. Any default value is shown in the 
column named "Value", but this is not information returned by DESCRIBE.

ALL_CATALOG

Note: Columns of Rdb datatype LONG are converted to Oracle 
datatype CHAR of a specific length that is indicated by spaces 
surrounded by single quote characters; for example "  ".

 Name Null? Type Value

OWNER NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30) RDB

TABLE_NAME NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

TABLE_TYPE NOT NULL CHAR(5) TABLE or VIEW
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ALL_COL_COMMENTS

ALL_CONSTRAINTS

ALL_CONS_COLUMNS

Name Null? Type Value

OWNER NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30) RDB

TABLE_NAME NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

COLUMN_NAME NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

COMMENTS NOT NULL CHAR(8) "        "

Name Null? Type Value

OWNER NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30) RDB

CONSTRAINT_NAME NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

CONSTRAINT_TYPE NOT NULL CHAR(1) P, B, U or " "

TABLE_NAME NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

SEARCH_CONDITION CHAR ""

R_OWNER NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

R_CONSTRAINT_NAME VARCHAR2(30)

DELETE_RULE NOT NULL CHAR(9) "         "

STATUS NOT NULL CHAR(8) "        "

Name Null? Type Value

OWNER NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30) RDB

CONSTRAINT_NAME NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

TABLE_NAME NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

COLUMN_NAME NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

POSITION NOT NULL NUMBER(10)
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ALL_INDEXES

Name Null? Type Value

OWNER NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30) RDB

INDEX_NAME NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

TABLE_OWNER NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30) RDB

TABLE_NAME NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

TABLE_TYPE NOT NULL CHAR(5) TABLE

UNIQUENESS NOT NULL CHAR(9) NONUNIQUE or 
UNIQUE

TABLESPACE_NAME NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30) RDB_TABLESPACE

INI_TRANS NOT NULL NUMBER 0

MAX_TRANS NOT NULL NUMBER 0

INITIAL_EXTENT NOT NULL NUMBER 0

NEXT_EXTENT NOT NULL NUMBER 0

MIN_EXTENTS NOT NULL NUMBER 0

MAX_EXTENTS NOT NULL NUMBER 0

PCT_INCREASE NOT NULL NUMBER 0

PCT_FREE NOT NULL NUMBER 0

BLEVEL NOT NULL NUMBER 0

LEAF_BLOCKS NOT NULL NUMBER 0

DISTINCT_KEYS NOT NULL NUMBER(10)

AVG_LEAF_BLOCKS_PER_KEY NOT NULL NUMBER 0

AVG_DATA_BLOCKS_PER_KEY NOT NULL NUMBER 0

CLUSTERING_FACTOR NOT NULL NUMBER 0

STATUS NOT NULL CHAR(5) VALID
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ALL_IND_COLUMNS

ALL_OBJECTS

ALL_TABLES

Name Null? Type Value

INDEX_OWNER NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30) RDB

INDEX_NAME NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

TABLE_OWNER NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30) RDB

TABLE_NAME NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

COLUMN_NAME NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

COLUMN_POSITION NOT NULL NUMBER(10)

COLUMN_LENGTH NOT NULL NUMBER(10)

Name Null? Type Value

OWNER NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30) RDB

OBJECT_NAME NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

OBJECT_ID NOT NULL NUMBER(10)

OBJECT_TYPE NOT NULL CHAR(5) TABLE or VIEW

CREATED NOT NULL CHAR(7) "       "

LAST_DDL_TIME NOT NULL CHAR(13) "             "

TIMESTAMP NOT NULL CHAR(9) "         "

STATUS NOT NULL CHAR(5) VALID

Name Null? Type Value

OWNER NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30) RDB

TABLE_NAME NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

TABLESPACE_NAME NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30) RDB_TABLESPACE

CLUSTER_NAME NOT NULL CHAR(12) "            "
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ALL_TAB_COLUMNS

PCT_FREE NOT NULL NUMBER 0

PCT_USED NOT NULL NUMBER 0

INI_TRANS NOT NULL NUMBER 0

MAX_TRANS NOT NULL NUMBER 0

INITIAL_EXTENT NOT NULL NUMBER 0

NEXT_EXTENT NOT NULL NUMBER 0

MIN_EXTENTS NOT NULL NUMBER 0

MAX_EXTENTS NOT NULL NUMBER 0

PCT_INCREASE NOT NULL NUMBER 0

BACKED_UP NOT NULL CHAR(1) " "

NUM_ROWS NOT NULL NUMBER(10)

BLOCKS NOT NULL NUMBER 0

EMPTY_BLOCKS NOT NULL NUMBER 0

AVG_SPACE NOT NULL NUMBER 0

CHAIN_CNT NOT NULL NUMBER 0

AVG_ROW_LEN NOT NULL NUMBER 0

Name Null? Type Value

OWNER NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30) RDB

TABLE_NAME NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

COLUMN_NAME NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

DATA_TYPE NOT NULL CHAR(8)

DATA_LENGTH NOT NULL NUMBER

DATA_PRECISION NOT NULL NUMBER

DATA_SCALE NOT NULL NUMBER

NULLABLE NOT NULL CHAR(1) Y

Name Null? Type Value
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ALL_TRIGGERS

ALL_VIEWS

COLUMN_ID NOT NULL NUMBER(10)

DEFAULT_LENGTH NOT NULL NUMBER 0

DATA_DEFAULT NOT NULL CHAR ""

NUM_DISTINCT NOT NULL NUMBER 0

LOW_VALUE NOT NULL CHAR ""

HIGH_VALUE NOT NULL CHAR ""

DENSITY NOT NULL NUMBER 0

Name Null? Type Value

OWNER NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30) RDB

TRIGGER_NAME NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

TRIGGER_TYPE NOT NULL CHAR(16) BEFORE STATEMENT or 
AFTER STATEMENT

TRIGGERING_EVENT NOT NULL CHAR(16) "                "

TABLE_OWNER NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30) RDB

TABLE_NAME NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

REFERENCING_NAMES NOT NULL CHAR(17) "                 "

WHEN_CLAUSE NOT NULL CHAR(11) "           "

STATUS NOT NULL CHAR(7) ENABLED

DESCRIPTION NOT NULL CHAR(11) "           "

TRIGGER_BODY NOT NULL CHAR(12) "            "

Name Null? Type Value

OWNER NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30) RDB

VIEW_NAME NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

Name Null? Type Value
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DBA_CATALOG

DBA_COL_COMMENTS

DBA_OBJECTS

TEXT_LENGTH NOT NULL NUMBER 0

TEXT NOT NULL CHAR(4) "    "

Name Null? Type Value

OWNER NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30) RDB

TABLE_NAME NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

TABLE_TYPE NOT NULL CHAR(5) TABLE or VIEW

Name Null? Type Value

OWNER NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30) RDB

TABLE_NAME NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

COLUMN_NAME NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

COMMENTS NOT NULL CHAR(8) "        "

Name Null? Type Value

OWNER NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30) RDB

OBJECT_NAME NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

OBJECT_ID NOT NULL NUMBER(10)

OBJECT_TYPE NOT NULL CHAR(5) TABLE or VIEW

CREATED NOT NULL CHAR(7) "       "

LAST_DDL_TIME NOT NULL CHAR(13) "             "

TIMESTAMP NOT NULL CHAR(9) "         "

STATUS NOT NULL CHAR(5) VALID

Name Null? Type Value
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DBA_TABLES

DBA_TAB_COLUMNS

Name Null? Type Value

OWNER NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30) RDB

TABLE_NAME NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

TABLESPACE_NAME NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30) RDB_TABLESPACE

CLUSTER_NAME NOT NULL CHAR(12) "            "

PCT_FREE NOT NULL NUMBER 0

PCT_USED NOT NULL NUMBER 0

INT_TRANS NOT NULL NUMBER 0

MAX_TRANS NOT NULL NUMBER 0

INITIAL_EXTENT NOT NULL NUMBER 0

NEXT_EXTENT NOT NULL NUMBER 0

MIN_EXTENTS NOT NULL NUMBER 0

MAX_EXTENTS NOT NULL NUMBER 0

PCT_INCREASE NOT NULL NUMBER 0

BACKED_UP NOT NULL CHAR(1) " "

NUM_ROWS NOT NULL NUMBER(10)

BLOCKS NOT NULL NUMBER 0

EMPTY_BLOCKS NOT NULL NUMBER 0

AVG_SPACE NOT NULL NUMBER 0

CHAIN_CNT NOT NULL NUMBER 0

AVG_ROW_LEN NOT NULL NUMBER 0

Name Null? Type Value

OWNER NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30) RDB

TABLE_NAME NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

COLUMN_NAME NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)
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USER_CATALOG

USER_COL_COMMENTS

DATA_TYPE NOT NULL CHAR(8)

DATA_LENGTH NOT NULL NUMBER

DATA_PRECISION NOT NULL NUMBER

DATA_SCALE NOT NULL NUMBER

NULLABLE NOT NULL CHAR(1) Y

COLUMN_ID NOT NULL NUMBER(10)

DEFAULT_LENGTH NOT NULL NUMBER 0

DATA_DEFAULT NOT NULL CHAR ""

NUM_DISTINCT NOT NULL NUMBER 0

LOW_VALUE NOT NULL CHAR ""

HIGH_VALUE NOT NULL CHAR ""

DENSITY NOT NULL NUMBER 0

Name Null? Type Value

TABLE_NAME NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

TABLE_TYPE NOT NULL CHAR(5) TABLE or VIEW

Name Null? Type Value

TABLE_NAME NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

COLUMN_NAME NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

COMMENTS NOT NULL CHAR(10) "          "

Name Null? Type Value
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USER_CONSTRAINTS

USER_CONS_COLUMNS

USER_INDEXES

Name Null? Type Value

OWNER NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30) RDB

CONSTRAINT_NAME NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

CONSTRAINT_TYPE NOT NULL CHAR(1) P, B, U or " "

TABLE_NAME NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

SEARCH_CONDITION CHAR " "

R_OWNER NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30) RDB

R_CONSTRAINT_NAME VARCHAR2(30)

DELETE_RULE NOT NULL CHAR(9) "         "

STATUS NOT NULL CHAR(8) "        "

Name Null? Type Value

OWNER NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30) RDB

CONSTRAINT_NAME NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

TABLE_NAME NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

COLUMN_NAME NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

POSITION NOT NULL NUMBER(10)

Name Null? Type Value

INDEX_NAME NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

TABLE_OWNER NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30) RDB

TABLE_NAME NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

TABLE_TYPE NOT NULL CHAR(5) TABLE

UNIQUENESS NOT NULL CHAR(9) NONUNIQUE or 
UNIQUE
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USER_IND_COLUMNS

TABLESPACE_NAME NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30) RDB_TABLESPACE

INI_TRANS NOT NULL NUMBER 0

MAX_TRANS NOT NULL NUMBER 0

INITIAL_EXTENT NOT NULL NUMBER 0

NEXT_EXTENT NOT NULL NUMBER 0

MIN_EXTENTS NOT NULL NUMBER 0

MAX_EXTENTS NOT NULL NUMBER 0

PCT_INCREASE NOT NULL NUMBER 0

PCT_FREE NOT NULL NUMBER 0

BLEVEL NOT NULL NUMBER 0

LEAF_BLOCKS NOT NULL NUMBER 0

DISTINCT_KEYS NOT NULL NUMBER(10)

AVG_LEAF_BLOCKS_PER_KEY NOT NULL NUMBER 0

AVG_DATA_BLOCKS_PER_KEY NOT NULL NUMBER 0

CLUSTERING_FACTOR NOT NULL NUMBER 0

STATUS NOT NULL CHAR(5) VALID

Name Null? Type Value

INDEX_NAME NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

TABLE_OWNER NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30) RDB

TABLE_NAME NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

COLUMN_NAME NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

COLUMN_POSITION NOT NULL NUMBER(10)

COLUMN_LENGTH NOT NULL NUMBER(10)

Name Null? Type Value
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USER_OBJECTS

USER_TABLES

Name Null? Type Value

OBJECT_NAME NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

OBJECT_ID NOT NULL NUMBER(10)

OBJECT_TYPE NOT NULL CHAR(5) TABLE or VIEW

CREATED NOT NULL CHAR(7) "       "

LAST_DDL_TIME NOT NULL CHAR(13) "             "

TIMESTAMP NOT NULL CHAR(9) "         "

STATUS NOT NULL CHAR(5) VALID

Name Null? Type Value

TABLE_NAME NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

TABLESPACE_NAME NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30) RDB_TABLESPACE

CLUSTER_NAME NOT NULL CHAR(12) "            "

PCT_FREE NOT NULL NUMBER 0

PCT_USED NOT NULL NUMBER 0

INI_TRANS NOT NULL NUMBER 0

MAX_TRANS NOT NULL NUMBER 0

INITIAL_EXTENT NOT NULL NUMBER 0

NEXT_EXTENT NOT NULL NUMBER 0

MIN_EXTENTS NOT NULL NUMBER 0

MAX_EXTENTS NOT NULL NUMBER 0

PCT_INCREASE NOT NULL NUMBER 0

BACKED_UP NOT NULL CHAR(1) " "

NUM_ROWS NOT NULL NUMBER(10)

BLOCKS NOT NULL NUMBER 0

EMPTY_BLOCKS NOT NULL NUMBER 0
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USER_TAB_COLUMNS

USER_TRIGGERS

AVG_SPACE NOT NULL NUMBER 0

CHAIN_CNT NOT NULL NUMBER 0

AVG_ROW_LEN NOT NULL NUMBER 0

Name Null? Type Value

TABLE_NAME NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

COLUMN_NAME NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

DATA_TYPE NOT NULL CHAR(8)

DATA_LENGTH NOT NULL NUMBER

DATA_PRECISION NOT NULL NUMBER

DATA_SCALE NOT NULL NUMBER

NULLABLE NOT NULL CHAR(1) Y

COLUMN_ID NOT NULL NUMBER(10)

DEFAULT_LENGTH NOT NULL NUMBER 0

DATA_DEFAULT NOT NULL CHAR ""

NUM_DISTINCT NOT NULL NUMBER 0

LOW_VALUE NOT NULL CHAR ""

HIGH_VALUE NOT NULL CHAR ""

DENSITY NOT NULL NUMBER 0

Name Null? Type Value

TRIGGER_NAME NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

TRIGGER_TYPE NOT NULL CHAR(16) BEFORE STATEMENT or 
AFTER STATEMENT

TRIGGERING_EVENT NOT NULL CHAR(16) "                "

Name Null? Type Value
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USER_VIEWS

TABLE_OWNER NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30) RDB

TABLE_NAME NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

REFERENCING_NAMES NOT NULL CHAR(17) "                 "

WHEN_CLAUSE NOT NULL CHAR(11) "           "

STATUS NOT NULL CHAR(7) ENABLED

DESCRIPTION NOT NULL CHAR(11) "           "

TRIGGER_BODY NOT NULL CHAR(12) "            "

Name Null? Type Value

VIEW_NAME NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

TEXT_LENGTH NOT NULL NUMBER 0

TEXT NOT NULL CHAR(4) "    "

Name Null? Type Value
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